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Abstract

Urbanethniclandscapeshavereceivedlittleattentioninthe

immigrationandethnicstudiesandculturalgeographyliteratures.Marxist

historical materialism, speculations on modern(ist) urbanism and

assimilation have either denied or neglected the study of ethnic landscapes in

the city. A small body of literature on the ethnic use and meaning of space is

beginning to emerge which shows that ungrounded theoretical speculation

can misinform us about both ethnicity and the buitt environment' This

study of retail facades in Toronto's post-war Little Italy addresses the debate

and shows that more empirical case studies are needed before \Ye can theorize

the urban landscaPe.

The retail strip along st. Clair Ave. around Dufferin st' rvas the focal.

point of post-war Italian immigration to Toronto' Although the strip n'as

mostly built up in the second decade of this century, documentary

photographs from the Toronto Real Estate Board's Multiple Listing service

show that it changed little before Italian immigration' Property assessment

data for the City of Toronto show a rapid ethnic succession from British-

origin and jewish to Italian for st. clail stores, providing information on

tenure, business type, and occupants, names. \{ith this information, I r,vas

abletocontactltalian-originmerchantsalongSt.Clairforinformant

interviews on their renovations and the changing identity and meaning of St'

Clair.

Usingthephotographs,Iconclud.ethatSt.Clairisanurbanethnic

land.scapeforanumberofreasons:Itaiianimmigrationand

entrepreneurship brought visible changes to the original Georgian idiom of
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the strip, namely the widespread use of stucco, marble/granite and tile'

Georgian features were also removed and/or replaced' vestibules were

coopted for plate glass windows, cafe windows installed to serve sidewalk

patrons and new outdoor patios for ca{es and restaurants' These changes can

be explained by the pre-migratory experiences of Italian immigrants and the

public quality of Italian culture'

I could further support this conclusion with information from my

interviews. The interviews revealed that retail facades and the streetscape is

imbued with ethnic pride and tensions. Merchants spoke of their pride and

preference for ltalian-style renovations, work which was usually done with

the aid of family and community members. Merchants' also told me about

their dislike for the aesthetic choices of non-Italian entrepreneurs. It quickly

became clear that retail facades were being used as a vehicle to express

discontent with st. Clair',s previous population and the visible minorities that

are novv beginning to dominate the area numerically'

TheprocessandmeaningofchangebehindSt.Clair,sretailfacades

ultimately speak of the strip's territorial history' Ethnic pride and community

involvement helped to change its original identity' Yet this is balanced by

ethnic bigotry expressed as discontent for the aesthetic preferences of others'

Thus,incontrasttothedominanttheoreticalviewpointsontheurban

landscape,themeaningandvisibleaPpeafanceofSt.Clairhasbeen

influenced by ethnic relations to produce an urban ethnic landscape'
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Chapter 1,: Introduction

In the period since V{V,iz, Toronto has become one of the most

ethnically diverse cities in the world. That diversity has come to be reflected

in the urbai', Lardscape and has been a source of ethnic pride and, in some

cases, tensions. As immigration continues to diversify the city, so the urban

landscape w-ill continue to reflect its changing population. In this study, I

document and interpret landscape change in one retaii strip in Toronto in the

post-war period-St. Clair Ave. in the vicinity of Dufferin St.. I examine how

St. Clails original British identity, embodied in commercial building {acades,

has been refashioned by Italian immigration and settlement in the area.

How does one choose a part of the city for ethnic landscape stu,Jy?

Districts known for their ethnic residential composition make obvious

choices. V"ry early after lVlV2, St. "g_lair c-qrnelo-'b_akry11l-n_11$g,al-qr

centre orr Italian settlenient ir-r Toronto. So common was this view that

Italian presidents have made tirrre to visit the strip while in Toronto rn 1967

and L986. In 1982, after celebrations on St. Clair for Italv's victory in an

.:-!^--^r:^-^l ^^^-1llr€iitrdiionar soccer tournament, Italy became aware o, ,n" turg" number of

Italians residing in Toronto with such strong ties to their homelarr,f. As a

result, the Banca Commerciale Italiana of Canada was opened for business

just east of Dufferin on St. Clafu. Perhaps most significant, as part of

Toronto's sesquicentenrrial celebration in 1984, the Queen of England was

shown the area on foot as a display of the city's diversity and harmony

(Toronto Star, L984). St. Clair was the centre of Toronto's Italian community

for decades beginning in the 1950s: by 196L, so many Italians had settled

oroiirrd St. Clair that approximately 30 000 Italian-origin residents lived in

nearby neighbourhoods. All around the St. Clair and Dufferin district, this
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4-number expanded until the 1970s. Italians were the first immigrant group to

really alter the ethnic composition of Toronto whiclq up to \,vlv2, had been

mostly British-origin. As suchr, iialian immigrants and the urban landscape

aroun,i St. Clair together represent Toronto's first steps towards ethnic

diversification.

so we know why st. Claii'might make a good candidate for urban

ethnic landscape study. But we need to know more about immigration and

ethnicity to better appreciate how urban space can take on different identities.

In chapter two, I review the literafure on immigration and ethnic studies,

focusing on ethnic identity and relations, with specific reference to Italians in
post-w-ar Toronto. I define ethnicity as the process of identifying oneself or
being identified as belonging to a group based on appearance, origrL
language, religion or any similar aspect. Thus, ethnic identify and affiliation
is determined both from within and without the ethnic group. Individual
members find comfort and familiarity rt'ithin their ow-n group, this being

especiaiiy iniportant in the case of immigration. lVhen ethnic groups come

into contact, however, differences can turn into tension and exclusioo as it
did for post-war Torontoniairs. Incumbent Torontonians were not as

receptive of italia.t..rs as they could have been. Meanwhile, having come

quickly and in large numbers, and finding pre-war compatriots already

established in the city, Italians did not have to go beyond their group
boundary for their wants and needs. By 197I, the more than 300 000 Italian-
origin residents of Toronto had developed links of internal dependenry that
diminished the need foi'extra-group contact. The history of Italian identity
and relations with the wider Toronto society is important background for
understanding landscape change along St. Clair.



In chapter three, I go on to discuss landscape studies as a background to

my empirical work on st. Clair. I define landscape as a distinct set of physical

structures and patterns shaped by and shaping its inhabitants, having

meaning for them and containing their identity' Despite the volume of

immigration to cities like Toronto and the academic attention it has received,

urban ethnic landscapes have been overlooked. Three theoretical viewpoints

have downplayed the analysis of ethnic identity in the built environment:

some view ethnic identity in urban space as etsatz, subject to the whims of

consumer fashions, thus turning otherwise true ethnic identity into a saleable

commodity. others argue that modern urbanism precludes the construction

of ethnically significant spaces. Still others argue that ethnically marked space

conceals, if only briefly, the more enduring landscape of assin'Lilation because,

they believe, assimilation itself is inevitable. All three perspectives have led

to the perception that urban ethnic landscapes are too short-lived or false

spaces to 6e worthwhile subjects. I argue otherr,r'ise--theoreticalty io chapter

three and substantively in chapter five using St. Clair as my case study'

To date, the most useful concept for the study of urban ethnic

landscapes is Dolores Haydert's'territorial history'. she brings together the

separate literatures of immigration, ethnicity and landscape' In keeping with

recent social theory, Hayden argues that territoriality can mean more than the

defense and control of space--that it also entails the redemptive role that space

can play in social relations. Territorial history is a useful fran'rework for

providing a balanced account of urban space and ethnicity as multiple and

contested realities.

In chapter four, I present my methodology and sources. The three

primary data sources used were Ontario property assessment records for the

City of Toronto, documentary photographs mostly from the Toronto Real



Estate Board.'s Multiple Listing Service, and oral history interviews with

fifteen St. Clair merchants. In addition, I also use fire insurance atlases and

the census, all to document and interpret.retail facades as reflections of St.

Claiy's changing ethnic composition throughout the twentieth century- The

property assessment data provided a general picture of ethnic changeover in

St. Ctair/s retail establishments and were used to identify individual

merchants for prospective interviews. The appearance of st. Clair shops were

then traced back in time with photographs to ascertain changes in the ethnic

affiliation of storefront design. Obvious clues of ethnicity are business sign

language and product displays. For example, one informant, Mary Deleo,

told me how she changed the name of business in 1,956 from Imperial Bakery

to Tre Mari Bakery. Some facade changes were also easy to spot in the

photographs, such as the use of different materials like stucco versus original

red brick. Other clues, like the removal of doorways and adaptations to

fenestration, were less obvious and I would not have noticed them had it not

been for my oral history interviews. The interviews also provided

in{ormation on merchants' own ideas about their shops and St. Clair's overall

change, as well as information I could use in my own interpretation of

landscape change.

Finally, in chapter five, I present my research results. The basic

question I ask is: 'do urban ethnic landscapes exist?" Although I provide a

theoretical'yes' in chapter three, I substantiate the answer using St. Clai/s

post-war experience. Its development in the early part of this century adhered

to planning norrns and the dominant aesthetic choice in Toronto at that time:

the two-part commercial block (two-storey building) was the most popular

type of commercial-residential structure used in North America from 1800

though 1950 (Longstreth, !986,1987). Long and narrow lots determined like



buildings which were divided into two sections in terms of intended use andaPpearance' Because of internal and external con-figuration could vary little,the leading historian of retail design for.this period, Richard Longstreth,argues that facade is the most important characteristic when anaryzingmarnstreet architecture' As such, it is important to know that a Georgian idiomwas popular in the city when 5t. Clair was mostry built up. The style hascertain distinctive -features, many of which are directly compatibre with thetwo-part commercial block; box-like symmetry owing to its classicar emphasisand formal entrance bays or vestibules. The fwo-part commerciar brock andthe Georgian style were combined the st. Crair strip in the first harf of thetwentieth century' The strip reflected its surroun;" ;";-;:: ^::-,population. 
-r re'LLLELt 16 surrounding British-origin

shortly after ww2ended and ltalian immigration began to gathermonrentunr' 5t' clair started to change. Into the 1g20s, 5t. Crair was stilr ne'not needing any work at all. The Depression and, shortry thereafter, the warensured that little upkeep and renovation took prace. By the 1g50s, withbuildings thitty to forty years ol4 Italian enhepreneurs encounteredproperties that needed revitarization. Thuy began wiih their or+,n tastes inmind. One informant told me of his renovation in lg3g,many others takingplace later that decade and most in the 1970s. Stuccg tile aind marbte/granitereplace red bricf windows were changed, doo..rcys removed and walk_spacesreconfigured' In at, the streetscape was significantr
it an urban ethnic landscape 

vvao Dr$fllrtcantly altered--enough to make

Arthough I do argue that post-war st. ctair is an urban ethniclandscape' I also conclude that it did not become ,",rr;,:_",'::of its Georgian features remain in the srreetscape. r}#::rt:tr 
Manv

contrasts exist in a singre building with originar feafures showing through



apParently Italian buildings' overall, st. Clair stil contains many traces of itsoriginal Georgian style' And because newer immigrant have started to maketheir mark in the 1980s, I conclude that, not since it was originally built in aGeorgian idiom' has st' Clair contained a uniform style. Itarians made the
landscape look more ltalian, the overall effect being a heterogeneous strip ofcontrasting styles.

Aside from the use of different materials and adaptations to the use ofspace/ oral iristories indicate that changes made to trre landscape reflected
ethnic tensions as wet as curtural pluralism. To merchants, st. Clair wasmaintai.ed aiid i'rproved. Their sense of pride, they tord m", kept the area'respectable'' However, their accounts of improvement were often associatedwith ethnicity. Their renovations, I was told, r.r,ere better than the styres ofpredecessors and those of new mercha'ts of rece't i'u.igra't status.

Mercha.ts felt that what they had done was better because it was ltariarr. Thattheir choice of renovati'g in an Italian sty-re necessar'y improved upon st.Clair a'd 
^ow 

suffers at the hands of new immigrants to the area spearcs ofet^nic chauvinism. Based on my oral history interviews, arong with mysubstantive work on visible ra'rJscape change, the st. Ctair strip conforms tothe 
^otion 

of territorial history. Both its visibre identity and its meaningfrom within the Italian community speak to trre existence of an urban ethnicla^dscape' its reflection of ethnic identity and, as I speculate in the conclusior;the capacity for urba. space to shed right on immigration and ethnic
relations.



Chapter 2: Immigrant and Ethnic Identity: Italians in Toronto

The field of immigration and ethnic studies has developed mostly in

the post-war period in response to the demographic multiculturalism of

North America. The literature in the field, from theoretical to historical, is

immense. In this chapter, I start with a review of ethnic identity formation as

a process that takes place within ethnic groups and at their boundaries as they

come into contact with other groups. I then provide a framework of ethnic

antagonism based not only on opinions of immigrants but also the resPonse

they receive. Finally, to provide a background for my interpretation of the St.

Clair landscape around Dufferin in Toronto, I give a brief account of Italian

immigrants' experience in Toronto in the post-war period, overviewing

identity formation and their relations with the receiving society.

Canada is generally regarded as a place of inter-ethnic harmony. As

Harney (1991) notes, comparisons with the U.S., Europe and the Middle East

often conclude that Canadian race and ethnic relations are relatively

unproblematic. This has led to the popular perception of Canada as

qualitatively different in its ability to integrate new and different people.

Harney (199'1,174\ argues that the idea of conflict "fits ill with Canadian

stereotypes about the land as a 'peaceable kingdom"' and yet, even a cursory

review of selected immigrant groups' experiences in Canada exposes this false

veneer. Given that Canadian history is in part a history of ethnic relations,

then it seems appropriate to first dispel righteous myths of the Canadian

ethnic haven, bring the problem into view and thereby address it'

I should note that this chapter develops a particular view of ethnic

identity and relations based on antagonism. The degree of conflict varies
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from one group to the next and my review should not be taken to represent

the Canadian immigrant experience nor the entire experience of any one

group.

For those who choose to see the immigrant experience in terms of
ethnic boundaries, inter-ethnic hostility and abatement of friction
through acculturation, prejudice anci resPonses to it, once granted
explanatory power, become a vortex sr.r'allowing up analysis of 

-every
aspect of group behaviour and turning ethnic sbudies into a vehicle for
claims of victimizatron or coRversely the triumphal assertion of easy

assimilation (Harney, 1985, 54).

Having said this, the existence of hostility, derision and violence may

represent the experience of some SrouPS more than others. Indeed, the

experiences of Chinese, Japanese and black Canadians are arnong the most

extreme in this respect because of racialized connotations among white

Canadians. Although I do not want to type Canadian immigration and ethnic

history as conflict-ridden, I do, however, waRt to make the point that inter-

ethry9 hqqtilg-formg-pq$ -qf-Qery{91i-*ig3_n! hi{9r!9e,--.-lt is this element

that I choose to bring forth in this chapter because I have found it to be an

important theme in the changing identity of St. Clair Ave. in the post-rvar

period.

A Framework of Ethnic ldentiW Formation

When immigrants leave one place for another, the course of their

identity begins to diverge from that of their origin socieby. Their place of

origin carries on along its own course, hardly noticing the loss of out-

migrants, unless they leave in vast numbers. The immigrants, though, leave

off with an identity that had developed in their origin society up to the point
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of ,ieparture. lVith their old identities 'frozen in time', they clash to a greater

or lesser degree with that of the receiving society and they are forced to adjust

through resistance and adaptation. Anderson and Frideres (198L, 266-27t)

outline fbur minority grouP'resPonses' to external influences on their

identity. The first of these, annihilation, refers to cultural/physical genocide.

Despite isolated examples among Canada's First Nations, is mostly

inapplicable to Canadian immigration. Less extreme is expulsion. Here, the

intention is not to eliminate a minority group but to displace it, as in

Canada's internment of its japanese-origin population and others during the

Second World War. Both annihilation and expulsion have occurred in

Canadian history and have likely produced drastic landscapes of despair but

they are uncommon and sit outside the purview of this sLudy.

The third and fourth minority responses, assimilation and identity

retention respectively, are more common in Canada. Assimilation and

pluralism provide a useful starting point for understanding ethnic identity in

the landscape yet they represent a theoretical chasm in historical scholarship.

At one extreme end is Oscar Handlin's now co[unon view that immigration

consists of a process of identity loss and adoption resulting in the end in

assimilation to the host society. The immigrant, in Handlin's terms, loses

his/her identity when s/he is uprooted from the village of origin. Handlin s

immigrant settler then encounters a new identity to fill the void.

Emigration took the people out of traditional, accustomed
environments and replanted them in strange ground alnong strangers,
where strange manners prevailed...With old ties snapped, men faced
the enormous compulsion of working out new relationships, ner,t'

meanings to their lives... (Handlin, 1951, 5).
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A counterweight to the assimilationist perspective is the notion of

ethnic identity persistence, or pluralism. Immigrants become ethnics, it is

argued, because they maintain their old-world culture--values and way of life.

Vecoli's (1964) study of Chicago's Italian immigrants exemplifies this

viewpoint. Southern Italians were atypical among European immigrants,

Vecoli demonstrated, because they were family-centred rather than village-

centred. "'I'he idealized peasant village which Handlin depicts in 'The

Uprooted' did not exist in southern Italy of the late nineteenth century"

(Vecoli, 1964,404). Their family-centred lifeworld helped to maintain a

"sense of belonging" and their old-world customs--experiences thought to

erode according to assimilationists. In contrast to the uprooted immigrant,

then, Vecoli's case study represents a transplanted immigrant identity.l

The biotic analogies of the uprooted versus transplanted immigrant are

useful heuristic devices. The uprooted immigrant, at one extreme, carries no

identity, assimilating imperceptibly into the host society. Should the

assimilated immigrant group cluster--an unlikely prospect--their territory

would probably not look like a distinct landscape. 'Ihe immigrant that resists

identity loss, on the other hand, stands quite apart from the host society.

Their landscape is likely to differ markedly from the host society's. But these

concepts, and Handlin and Vecoli too, were products of their time; Handlin of

the contemporary assimilationist orthodoxy in immediate post-war America

and Vecoli a 1960s pluralist seeking to refute conformity. They represent

lThe distinction between immigrant and ethnic identity is often unclear. Imrnigrant bring 
"vith

them an old rvorld culture, or values and rvay of life. When that culture comes into contact

n ith a host society that is appreciably different, as with Italians in post-War Toronto, that
cultural baggage is unpacked in a way to help immigrants negotiate their adjustment. Some

elements of the old world, now left behind and changing itself, are kept or adapted, others are

dropped, and some host socieff elements accepted. That negotiation process, constantlY in flux
and somewhere between uprooted and transplanted identities, is the basis for ethnic identity
and group formation, or ethnicity.
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opposing tensions in a continuum of possible immigrant identities that may

exist in social reality for different groups, depend-ing on their idiosyncratic

experiences. Taken alone, each is too simplistic; immigrants either assimilate

or they persist. Rather, the process of identity loss and formation is much

more complex. ln ethnic revivalism, for example, immigrants adapt to their

new settings, their identity dissipating generationally as ethnieity becomes

more or less contentious and individuals explore and valorize their roots

(DarroctU L98L; Noble, 1992b;400). Ethnic identity neither follows an easy

course to assimilation, nor does it persist intact. Thus, the third generation

may revive the first generation's landscape, maintaining a traditional space.

Alternatively, revivalists may reproduce an identity in the landscape if it was

totally lost, a traditionalistic space. Exactly where grouPs are found on the

traditional assimilation-pluralism continuum, and what shape their

landscape takes, depends on the proeess of identity formation.

Within this broad framework of uprooted versus transplanted identity,

more specific scenarios can be identified, eaeh having implications for the sort

of landscape that can be produced (Postiglione, 1983). We can diJferentiate

between Handlin's uprooted immigrant and other forms of assimilation.

Handlin's immigrant is a tabula rasa, awaiting acorlturation by the host

society. i{ormally, in the North Ameriean context we think of assimilation

as con-formity with a British heritage. Rather than severing old-world ties,

immigrants carry with them an identity that is lost in the face of Anglo-Saxon

ethnic domination. Here, assimilation is "a ptocess of interpretation and

fusion in which persons and groups acquire the memories, sentiments, and

attitudes of other persons or groups, and, by sharing their experience and

history, are incorporated with them in a common culfural life" (Anderson

and Frideres, L98L, 27t). In this case, ethnic landscapes vary little fuom the
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ethnic British landscape, and only for a short period of time. 'I'he same is true

if, when faced with domination, the immigrant group assimilates with a non-

dominant ethnic group already present in their host society. fhe recent

immigrants are unlikely to produce distinctive geographical space but will
instead adopt that of another minority group. Moving closer to the mid-way

point between assimilation and pluralism, we have the notion of the nieitirrg

pot. This toned-down assimilationist view grew out of the early twentieth

century and borrows its name from Israel ZangwTll's 1908 play, The Metting

Pot.. Associated with American society, immigrants are thought only to

maintain a small portion of their identity, taking on most of the host society's

values and way of life. Although some traits of all groups survive in this

perspective, host society domination insures that immigrants have little

impact. In all these assimilationist perspectives, an immigrant landscape

seems unlikely.

Pluralism, too, encompasses a continuum of possibilities. Militant

ethnics make it their ambition to retain as much as possible of their old world

values and ways of life by secession or withdrawal. As the history of

Ukrainians in western Canada tells us, even a militant pursuit of identity

maintenance cannot succeed in keeping old-world ways and values intact

(Kostash, 1,977). Critical pluralism, like the melting pot eoncept of

assimilation, moves away from its theoretical exemplar of unaltered ethnic

identity, or persistence. Here ethnic groups struggle to maintain their identity

and sueeeed to a large extent despite external attempts at domination (Banton,

1981; Cohen, 1978). Some identity is lost but immigrants are able to keep most

of it in spite of out-group attempts at oppression. ln Vecoli,s case, pluralism

is less confrontational, or militant, and is yet further from the extreme. lt
does not grow out of inter-group hostility but rather immigrants, need to



draw on their own transpranted curtural baggage to cope and adapt. ,I,he 
latter

is known as cultural pluralism, giving more weight to amiable coexistence of
riisparate groups whose identities form the basis for survival. Unlike the
u.differentiated space we expect to find for assimilated immigrants,
landscapes created by persistent immigrants tend to be m,re marked. For
example, as I have experience fust_hand, Ukrainian architecture abounds in
western canada, most noticeably in the colourful domed churches signifyi'g
tire iinporta^ce of the Eastern orthodox reiigion in their community.
Drawing on their own conceptions of the use of space and architecfural
traditions, immigrants create territories that emurate their degree of
persisteiice.

'ro this point, we have worked in toward the centre if ethnic identity
formation from the polar opposites of uprooted assimilation and militar.rt
pluralism' As we move toward the centre, somewhere between the melting
pot and cultural pruralism, we encounter the reality of most immigranis,
experiences' what we find in the middle is that ethnic identitv is usually
found between our theoretical exemplars of assimilation and pluralis'r. As
with revivarism, identity loss and formation is comprex and can move in
either direction. At the centre of this division is what historia's of
irnmigration calr ethnogenesis. Flere, when the host society comes into
contact with new immigrants, a new identity is created which characterizes
iiie socieiy as a whole' Neither straight line assimilation nor persistence, this
emerging culture is in constant flux as new groups are continuaiiy acicied.
They merge but aiso retain their distirrctiveness. in iireory, a rrui'irer of
possibilities exist as identities are lost, maintained, adapted and revivecl.
'fhese possib'ities are simplifications of what may actually happen in reality.
And since ethnicity is always a process of mediation between pure persisterce

13
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and assimilation, the landscape would likeiy reflect a combination of

identities of dominant and minoriby groups. lrr fact, Si. Ciair speaks rnost to

the prucess of ethnogenesis because it has accumulated a number of identities

over the course of its development.

As indicated in the introduction, I deflne ethnicity as the process t-rf

identifying oneself or being identified as an ethnic with a particular culture,

that culture based on subjective and/or objective differences. This definition

of ethnicity addresses several issues. First, it immediately does away with a

traditional dichotomy in theories of ethnic identity formation (McAll, 1.990,

5E): on the one hanci, etirnicity has been treated as .rn outgrowth of inter-

group relabions while on ihe other, it is constituted internally by the cultural

subsiance of the group itself (the parallei with assimilated versus piuralist

identity is clear enough). Aligned with this division is a host of approaches.

Arguments have been made for ethnic groups as coiiections of individuai

personality types from a psychological view or as groups of individuals who

recogrrize the ativantages of 'strength in numbers' for achieving iiieir goais

(Anderson and Frideres, L98L; Isajiw, 1,995; Bantory 1983). Those espousing a

social-psychological perspective, in contrast, focus on the mutual effects of

individual and group identities rather than the individual alone.2 AII these

approaches, while useful in their own respects, focus on the isolated ethnic

group at some level without considering a broader societal coniext.

Piirralism, while meaning the opposite of assimilatioru also refers to the

theoreticai position that ethnic identity is created out of contact with oiirer

groups (tsantoru 1981,; Cohen, 1978). As with any theoretical position,

pluralism presents a trade-off; infra-group dynamics are played down at the

2See Dashevsky,l87, for a discussion of approaches to ethnicity that conform to disciplinary
lines.
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expense of understanding the "social attributes of the social system"

(Anderson and Frideres, L98!,9-10). While useful in thinking about how

ethnic groups cofi1e to be, in reality they are formed by both processes of inter-

and intra-group dynamics. In the first instance, difference must Srow out of

some internal indicators on which groups can initially be differentiated. In

the latter case, where ethnicity is an island unto itseii there must also be an

external basis for contrast between groups. Otherwise, what we have is an

'ethrrie', or national identity and not an ethnic grouP. Ethnicity necessarily

implies at least two collectivities differentiated in some subjective or

crbjeciive way (Yinger,1986,23). So we see that these traditional opposing

perspectives actually rely on one another, even iJ only implicitly.

Tire most important feature of my definition of ethnicity is that it

accourrts for the compelementary nature of subjective and objective ethnic

belonging, making more explicit grouP formation and function. Ethnic

identity can exist if one feels a sense of belonging due to ancestry, place of

origirt communal ties or any similar perceiveci difference. In this case,

membership is cletermined from within, among individual members'own

consciousness of kind. A change in that consciousness implies that

individuals no longer include themselves or exclude others from their ethnic

group based on their sense of belonging; indeed, once consciousrress

clissipates, the self-defined ethnic grouP ceases to exist. hr corrtrast to

subjective belonging, ethnic identities may be associated with observable

markers like dance, dress, food, language (retention) and sometimes religion.

Objective markers work at the societal level to categorize oneseif and others

regardless of ethnic consciousness. An objective change in membership

means, for example, that an English-speaking Canadian of Itaiian descent is

fully assimilated based on language aione--that si he is Canadian. lVhile



subjective and objective ethnicity can and ofterr do occur at the same time,
they can also be ftairly independent of one another. For example, most second
generation Canaclians of ltalian origin speak English claily, may not know all
their anceskal Italian fi:lk songs and clances and eat a variety of different
foods' objectively, it would seem safe to argue that they have lost much of
their ltalian-origin identity. However, their ethnic consciousness remains
strong' For example, in relation to international sporting matches, Italian
ethnicity becomes a fervent issue in the post-war Italian enclave of Toronto,s
st. clair district- In the face of defeat, they often endure taunting from
Torontoni:ins of other backgrounds. Their reply can be violent (Globe and
Mail, 1994a, r994b; Toronto star, L990): the territory of their community,s
post-war settlement in the city is imbued with historic sentiment and
emotional attachment. St. Clair is the place to go in times of ethnic rallying.
Thus, among younger members of Toronto Italia who may onry speak a

dialect variant of Italian and mistakenly chant 'viva ltalia, instead of ,viva

L'Italia, their etfuiic consciousness nonetheless furns into an observable
defense of their origins. Hidden behind their structural assimilation--status
and behaviour simiiar to that of the host popuiation--is a coliective
subjectivity that brings violence to the street. Assumptions of ethnic identity
loss based on language retention or strucfural assimilation more generally
can be mistaken (Darroctr, 1991,93; yinger, 19g6,23, gg).

So we see that theories of ethnicity can arbitrarily partition social reality
and that an integration is necessary (Anderson and Frideres, 19g1, 10; Darroeh,
1981; Yinger, 1986). lvtiether ethnicity grows out of objective indicators like
language or out of consciousness in the first instance, the result is the same:
in- and out-group membership is urtimately determined by opinions
regarding identity. This has implications for our conceptions of ethnic

1.6



ide.tity' If immigrants are indeed uprooted, how do we measure that? Is itsufficient to say that they have lost their pre-migratory identities because theyspeak the host society's l;'rguage? As our example of second_generation
Italians shows, this assumption can be erroneous. sf'r, does the ross ofmother tongue noi mean that ethnic identity has changed to some degree?opinions regarding ittenti$1, be they mythicar anceshy of superioriry or thespoken word, therefore have profound effects on the formation of ethnicgroups' Thus' it is at the level of opinions that we can better understancr

where ethnic groups fall along the transplanted versus uprooted continuum,and arso determine to what degree ethnic groups are formecr by inter_group
contact versus their own consciousness of kind.

Social Distance ancl Social Action

Ethnicity, and its attendant features of identity and group formation
can be neutral concepts-- a wayof ordering the worlcr to make it moreintelligible. However, ethnic relations can become antagonistic when theyinclude and exclude. For example, a minority group,s language might bemeaningful as the centre of their colrective consciousness. However, it maymean something quite different for the host society: crrrfurar backwardness, orunassimilability' so identity rnarkers can hold different meanings for the

Process of incrusion and exclusion: 'Any aspect or curfurerl trait, no matterhow superficial, can serve as a starting point for the fam*iar tendency tomonopolistic closure,, (Weber, 1961,3A6). Once set .

then feeds off itself. 
L' vvv'' \-"rtce set rn motiory opposition

The process begins when social distance is manifested in a concreteway, such as verbal derision or physical abuse. Upon arrival in a new place,

17
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immigrants immediately feel the separation; avoidance, exclusion, mocking

stares, verbal abuse or battering. Their everyday lives tell the story of their

experiences, both as individuals and collectivity. Iohn Bodnar (1985)

popularized the notion that everyday life is significant for the immigrant

coping with change. "Immigrant adiustment to capitalism in America was

ultimately a product of a ciynamic between the expanding economic and

cultural imperatives of capitalism and the life strategies of ordinary people"

(Bodnar, 1,985, 207). To coPe, immigrants turned to those controllable

elements in their lives--family and household, neighbourhood and

community. But capitalism is not the only force that immigrants in urban

America have had to contend with. .Ihey have often had to defend

themselves from hostility, which may or may not be related to adiustment to

capitalism. Harney (1991.,180) makes this point in comparing pre-War and

contemporary Canadian cities:

For then as now the personal identity of each individual in an

encounter was in a complex relationship with the existence, or the

perception of the existence, of a collectivity with whom he or she was

identifi.d by others, or an ethnie with whom he or she

identified....Characteristics attributed to a whole ethnic group seem

always to be invoked in articulating irritation or hostility to a single

member of that grouP.

An emphasis on immigrant everyday life mediates between the theoretical

exemplars of uprooted and transplanted identity, or assimilation and

persistence. Like Bodnar who makes this point with reference to capitalism,

Barth (1969) argues that group boundaries of d.istinction are maintained in

everyday life depending on both in- and out-group contact. According to

Isajiw (1gg5,3), ethnicity "is something that is being negotiated and

constructed in everyclay living. Etlmicity is a process which continues to



unfold'" Thus, it seems useful to approach social distance as social action
since it makes attifudes and beliefs observable through the actions of ethnic
agents' The level of abstraction increases as one moves from the ethnic group
through ethnic identity to concepts of ethnicity (ying er,19g6,22). d,focus on
action addresses the everyday ethnic experience. T-hat experience may, in
furn, affect social distance thus repeating the cycle over again, perhaps
intensifying it.

In the historical literature, the most noted sfudy of exclusionary
attitudes toward immigrant groups is Higham's strangers in the Land. He
coined the term nativism as "opposition to an internal minority on the
grounds of its foreign...connections,, (Higham, 1g55, 4). Many have found
nativism to be a useful way of understanding why host societies oppose
immigrant groups, some accepting Higham,s definition (ward, 1990) while
others have proposed alternatives (shepard, 19g5). The argument is that
nativism grows out of nationalist sentiments of the host society. A
characteristic of the minority group is targeted as a means of exclusion,
usually in times of host society insecurity. A foreign language, for example,
might be taken by the host society to mean that an immigrant group resists
assimilation and therefore presents a threat to national identily. Social
distance is immediately established and, as pluralist theory maintains,
ethnicity becomes "a series of nesting dichotomizations of inclusiveness and
exclusiveness" (Cohery 1978,387). In multi-ethnic settings, social distance is
most visible (Isajiw, 1g9s) and ethnic group boundaries are trenchantly
maintained (Barth, 1,969).

For shepard (19g5), a strict nativist perspective is inappropriate in
eanada because, as even Higham admitted, it is based on a ,distinctively

19
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American' nationalism. According to Shepard, the variety of experiences of

different groups cannot be adequately addressed by this approach:

Proponents of nativism offer a hierarchy of acceptability to
explain differences, but this is insufficient becauie it does not
explain where such attitudes originated, how they were
transmitte{, ot w]rr the level of antagonism varied from group
to group (Shepard, 1985, 365).

Shepard develops his argument in a discussion of racism among white

eanadians of the prairies at the turn of the century. In response to Oklahoma

black immigrants fleeing the racist American south, Albertans revealed a

level of intolerance disproportionate to the number of blacks in the province

at the time. Intolerance often furned into violence unknown to white

minorities anywhere in Canada. Important to Shepard's thesis is that

western Canadians were emulating prejudicial opinions and attifudes

imported into eanada through British immigration. Ihe international

perception of blacks was important because eanadians had had little contact

with black peoples up to the twentieth century. Resistance to black

immigration was therefore a product of international racism, not internal

nationalist sentiments. The strength of Shepard's argument in refuting a

strict nativist perspective lies, then, in the fact that Oklahoma blacks were

opposed on racist rather than nationalist grounds, that racism against blacks

had not developed in eanada but elsewhere and finally that this sort of

response is qualitatively different from that of n'hite non-British immigrants

to Canada who did feel the brunt of nativism.

oklahoma black immigrants in Alberta experienced what white

immigrants to Canada generally have not: systematic violence.

Racializatiory an outgrowth of ignorance and intolerance, grafts on to the
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identity t-rf visibie nrinorities a set of derogatory morals and behaviours based

solely on their appearance. An ideniity is conceiveci from ouisicie lhe

immigrant group without foundation and regarci for ihai gruup's seif-

definition.3 The resuit can be verbal abuse and violence stemming from a

misinformed system of beliefs at the individual and grouP ievels (Anderson,

199"1.; Palmer, 1982; lValker, 1985; Ward, 199q. A strict nativist perspective,

while suiied for Higham's original work, may be irradequate for all

immigrant groups. As a generai theme, however, ii heighiens our awareness

of resistance which, as Palmer (1.9E2,173) argues, may occur ior a number of

reasons: rate and/or recency of immigration, size of the immigrant group,

class, educatioru urban/rural residence, value differences, male-femaie ratio,

political behaviour, religion, racial differences. Ilurther, a nativist perspective

neecl not be iimiteci to the 'siudy of opinions' as Higham suggesteci. ii cari also

be a sfudy of.responses toward immigrants begirudng with upiriiorrs artti

resuiting in the concurrent shaping of their experiences, identities and

conflict. In other wofcis, we may siuciy naiivism tu beller iutderstand tire

transformation of social distance into adversariai social action.

The nativist response toward immigrants is the first step in creating

opposing ethnic groups. Of course, immigrants'oring their own cuitural

baggage, including ethnic bigotry. But immigrants encounier a ni.rmericaiiy

ciominant receiving society that can and often does shape their experierrce irr

a negative way. As mentioned ear'rier, nativism is most appareni in tirires of

3It is important to differentiate racial and ethnic groups,_not becausc cf phcno$;pic diffcrcnccs

but becalse their experiences are different. Some argue that use of the term'race' should be

avoided because it lias little utility in understanding culture and behaviour (Anderson and

Frideres, 1981, 19). However, the term might still be used to refer to those groups targeted for

racialized abuse whose experience thereby contrasts significantly with that of non-visible

minorities (jackson and Penrose,1993). While the distinction is a matter of type and not

degrees, our theme of conflict applies to both race and ethnicity to varying degrees rvho both

define themselves and are defined by host societies.
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instability; when the hosi society experiences economic dorvnturn, when they

perceive iirreat frorir iire irrunigrattts, or any t-rther destabiiizing eveni. 'v^v'hen

opposition is directed at successive wavm of immigrants, scapegoaling sets in.

Here, tilalre ft-rr the host society's ills is directed at the most recent

immigrants, relieving their predecessors of the burden of a'ouse. Canadiarr

inuriigration is fuii of examples, consiituiing a hisiorical process of

scapegoating: In the mid-nineteenth century, Irish famine immigrants were

not particularly welcomed by colonial-thinking Canadians. Once Canadians

got past their sense of charity for the struggling Irish and began to experience

reiations with Irish immigrants in Canada, their sense of obligation quickly

turned into rejection (Parr, 1974). In the late nineteenth century, Chinese

men were brought in to build parts of the Canadian railway system.

Although they hetped to unify Canada, they were mistreated every step along

the way, among the worst mistreated in Canadian history (Andersoru 1991';

lVard, 1990). Ukrainian immigrants aiso came in large numbers in response

to the Canadian unity issue. Brought iii as agricuituraiisis i.o seiiie ihe

eanadian prairie west, Ukrainians fulfilled their obligations as farmers but,

they too, were regarded as invading foreigners and treated accordingly.

Unlike the ehinese, physical abuse was not a major issue. Social-

psychoiogicai derision was (Kostasiu 1977). jhe pre-!'ia1 grbul r4q4lgrani

stream was made up mostly of Italians and Jews. Italians made significant

coniribuiions to Canadian urban infrasirucirrre and yei they suffered ai the

hands of nativists. fhe Jews, an even larger urban immigrani group in

Canadian cities, had a similar experience. Tulchinsky (1992) argues that anti-

semitism and a more general rejection of Jews was not a defining factor of

their pre*i^far experience but was nonetheiess present in the eanadian round

of iife.
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in ihe post-war perioci, ihe siory changes little. Given our clistance

from colonial imperiaiism and our demograpiric divercity through post-war

immigration, one would expect a level of understanding about the hardships

of migration. Yet the experiences of our most recent immigrants, visible

minorities from deveioping regions around the world, shows us that

scapegoating is an enduring eiement of Canadian society (Henry, 't994;

Iacovetta, 1992, 123). For visible minorities, racialization has been the vehicle

in establishing social distance between them and their multi-ethnic

destinations. And yet for every one of these groups, although i[ iras Lreen

sltuwn to varying degrees by scht-riars, they have had an internal ethnic

consciousness, and identity to help them cope with the host society. lVe see

in Toronto's post-war Italian immigrant experience.

Itaiians in Toronto

Aithough iiaiian immigrants and their ciriiciren are presentiy arnong

Canada's mtrst successfui sociai groups/ ihey were Toronio's post-war

sclpegoals. As we see irelow, italophobia--negative stereotypes of ftaiian

immigrants as racially inferior and culturally backward--framed the Italian

immigrant experience in T'oronto. Other factors influenced their experience,

especially their adjustment to blue collar work for the many southern iiaiians

who were accustomed to farming in Italy. Moreover, the new experiences of

capitalism and hostile social disiance \vere experienced ciifferently by men and

women (Iacovetta,1992). In tiris section, I look specifically at Italian

settlement and identity throughout the post-war period. Their relations and

settlemeni provide an important background for my interpretation of the St.



clair landscape as a manifestation of internal ethnic identity and etirnicantagonism.

Given that this is a study of an urban ethnic landscape, it is worthnoting that the randscape theme is non-existent in the immigratiorr andethnic studies riterature. ?he major studies of Italians in North Americaprove the point: in comparison with the number of histrries of etirnicgroups in the Fiew'v^vbrld, studies of their landscapes are scant. Among thenotable studies of Itarian immigrants, Herbert Gans, (1962) The r-Irbanvitlagers is a classic community siudy 'f itarians in west end Ciricago but nomention is made of landscaPe, material culture, vernacuiar architecture oranytiring to do with eiirnic ideniity in space. Thomas Kessner/s (1g77) TheGolden Door is a study of ltalians in J\lew York, emphasizing only residentiarand occupationar mobility. similarry, Humbert Neili,s (1g7a) The Italians ofChicago is a mob'ify study whictu apart from discussing the ,srum_rike,
conciitions of Italian neighbourhoods, pays equally iittle atiention toiandscape' In Canada, Robert Harney's (lg7g,igEi) work pays little attentionto etirnic icientii in space, as does john Zucchi,s (1ggg) Itarians in Toronto.

Equally problematic is the faci thai most studies of itarians in Canadadeal with the pre-war period despite their much lar
the ie50s,. rn,, imbaiance mighr r" ".;;;il';:#ff:ilfff-number of pre-r!'ar Italian migrant to America whicfu as always, influenceswhat happens in the eanacrian acacreme. Arternaiivery, posiwar ltaiia's maybe too recent to warrani iristoricai atienii'n, rurd maybe t'' ciisiani f'rs'cioiogicai stuciyi' still major post-war studies do not tackle the urban eiirniclandscape - in "If one were to rvrite a History...,,, a correction of works bylRobert Flarney, there is no discussion of ethnic identity in space. incieed,althrugh it lacks a randscape c'mponent, it was n't until Franca lacovetta,s

24



(1992) such Hardzaorking Peoplethat the 300 000 prus Torontonians of Itarian
origin were finally given due attentiory fbcttsmg mainly on the immigrantsin the immediate post_war. Ihus, the literatr
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Figure 1: Italian SettlementinToronto Before 1940'

Note that many nucleations existed, organized a.rgund Italian hometown and

regional ties. The main area of settiem"ent was, initially, in The ward'

Following that, the College and Grace area became the main area of Italian

settlement and continued-to be until st. Clair took over in the 1960s'

Source: Zucchi, 1988, 38'
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of the ltalian-origin residents in that year, 74 percent r,t'ere Italian born in

.l'orontclascornParedwith64percentinMontreal.Betweenlg51and1'981',

thepopulationofTororrtodoubledwhilethenumberofltaliansinthecity

increased. tenfold (Harney, |gg1b,65). By the 1.980s, about one of every ten

Torontr;nianswasofltalianorigin.Theirnumbersalonedisplaya

magnitude in movement from Italy to Toronto ihat differed greatly from the

pre-lvar period and exceeded the movement of any other group to the city'

lviththisinftuxcalReanevenfiioredisiinctpatternofsettlernentas

comparedtothepre-lVar.Figure2displaystheresidentialclistributionof

Itarians in the T.oronto region. Their sector-Iike residential rnigration past the

metropolitan boundary, heading suburban sprarr'f is concomitant with post-

warurbangrowthintheregion.Theiilargeriuni.oersatiowedthemto

d.ominate many suburban neighbourhoods'

,Iheexplosioninnurtibersbroughtproblems.Italophobiahadsetin

again_thistimewithgreaterpoterrcY,sParkedb,vtherealizationthatthe

sfuearn of ltalian irnmigrants outnumbered their British counterpiiits in 195E

(Sturino,1985a,71)'Iniact'itt't'asnotonlyanincreaseinthenumberof

Italians that created the ,problem' but a fall in British-origin immigration'

Harneyarguesthatltalophobiaisnotthemainexperienceofpost-wararrivals

tothecitynordoesitcharracterizeltaliarrexperienceanywhereinNorth

America. He does concede, however, that ,,It is clear nonetheless that the

eneounter with bigotry does shape aspects of Itatiiin North American history"

(Harney,1985,54).AsHarney(L985':,lgg})andlacovetta(L992)argue'Italians

were not subject to official or systematic discriminatioo but an anti-Italian

prejudicep",*.utudTorontotifeinthelg50sandlg60s.Iacovettaarguesthat

much of it had to do with the drffelence O_:!y=" f: P:rc:ived cultural

greatnesg-of tt4l1' and the immiglants v1sib!9 'i1fqt9fo-l--s-.treets' 
The mud-



Figure 2: Ilesidential concentration of Toronto,s Italian originpopulatiorr, 19g1.
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Spattered.trench-diggersanclseeminglydistraughtwomenseeninthecity

were at odds with popular images of liaiians steeped in culture and romeince'

Because southern Italians were viewecl as less desirable prospective

immigrants and yet made up the riiain streaifi, rasahzed stereotypes

intensified.

PortrayedassioCky,d.ark-si<irined,andsufferingl':T'T**llonaind
poor levels of eduiation, southern Italians were consrdered to De

among trr. r""ri.apr.ut"'or adiusting to the industrial ecorioriiies of

North America....Tiese immigrantsl conventional wisdom had it'

lacked both the resources and the resourcefuln€ss t6 make the

transitiorr to urban life in North America. southern Italians were also

thought to Le t igttly ernotignal, ternperiirnerital, and lacking inner

discipline (Iacovetta, 1992, LA5)'

When combined with ecoriornic recession in L958, nativist attitudes

abounded (Sturino, 1985a, 71). Questions about the racial integrity of Canada

were coupled with doubts dbout the 'usefuiriess' of unskilled labourers frorn

southern Italy. The reatity of the problem was that "eanada's postwaf

rebuilding and exPansion of infrastructure WaS corning to an end""fiie fact

was that the eanadian economy no longer nee<led the strong backs of Italian

labourers" (Sturino ,1985a,71). italophobia continued into the 1960s and

coinbined with the introd,uction of an immigration 'points system/ based orr

edueatiOn and trainin 8, "the Poorer, labouring clasS€S Of Italy W€re politely

but firmly told that they were no longer of sufficient'quality'for eanada"

(sturino, !985a,71). Iacov etta (1992,1Ag4), captures this sentiment thus:

By the mid-1960s the Italian 'invasion' of early Postwal Toronto was

nearly eomplete and several irnages of the Ita-liain had becorne etehed

on the minds of the city's Anglo-"eeltic residents""There were positive

i*r'*, ih"ugh they wer. oftin.express€d with a patronizing tone, but

more often than nrjt in this period of heavy imrnigtation the Italians

emerSedasatargetofscorn'...Theirnmigrants'propensityfor



clustering in distinct neighbourhoods, the darker skin colouring of
il:#- ;.t"tx: ff x fi il:rg" 

parti cur u,ry irr,,," y,h., l,:il ;, ;;,,' I iaty,s
,,iud" rhe rtarian" ., th" ;;lt';i:iJl."il'ii,,lll,i].r' working ciass

Reliance on the nativist portrayar of Itarians in foronto, especially of
the southern Italiary leaves us with a bitter irnpressirin of iheir hisiory.
However, like any irnrnigrant histort, there is another side to the storv__one
that even s/mpatheiic Tororitoniairis voiced ori beharf 'f the ,N.ew

canadians'. Even if they were roath to admit it, outsiclers observed ,,that
within a short period of tirne the Italians had proved themselves to be
diligent, thrifty, and resourceful, and dutiful parents as wer...,, (Iacovetta,
1992' 11s)' As immigrants usually do, Italians coliectively showed a concern
for everyday matters like their families, households, neighbourhoods and
cominunities. Like Italiaris. collective inernory in Tororito, sorne
Torontonians recognized these characteristics without qualification. others
expressed these sentirrients in a pafuonizing rnariner. Most Torontoriians,
however' sided with nativist racial stereotypes that accompanied avoidance.
rude stares and harsh exchariges.

fiiis mixed resporise toward ltali:iris, at orice hostiie and sympathetic, is
best illustrated through measures of success and identiv. John porter,s T h e
v:rt;'ot-ug:g!c rneikes the arguriierit *iat class eind 

"r*rr.@"at the bottorn of the social scale. In writing about manli immigrant groups,
incluciing post-war Italiaris, he argues that entraince status--which irnplies low
occupational status--apPears to perpetuate and rnaintain distinctions between
ethriics iind charter groups. Italians, he dernonstrated, had terided to
concentrate in rnanual iobs. Porter,s study popularized this
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segregated view of social sffucfure. OrilSi two yeals after porter,s book was



pubrished, Richmon d. (1,967,21) stated; ,,Generalry 
speaking, the evidenceconfirms Porter's view of the association between ethnicity and occupationalstatus'" sturino (1985b) criticizes these sorts of anaryses on the basis that theymisrepresent immigrants, own measures of success. Atthough porter doeswrite that recency of immigration is an important consideration for ethnics,social status' sturino (1985b' 123) argues that recency combined with certainmeasures of status will misrepresent immigrant mobility. In fact, since boththese studies used 1961 census data,socioeconomic 

marginality was aforegone conclusion. Studies of this sort continued to misjudge Italiansuccess' The high educational and occupationar status of the Itarianimmigrants' sons and daughters, sturino argues, often went unnoticed."since the achievement of the second and subsequent generations is usualrylost within the aggregate mobility rates of the group as a whole, one wouldnever suspect this intergenerationar change from reviewing most of theliterature,, (Sturino, Iggilb, 125)-

one measure of success that is more meaningful for Italians, sturinocontends' is that of home ownership because it brings together both ,outside,and 'inside' concepts of mob'ity. outside concepts__those of socioeconomicstafus--are mistakenly taken ex n
success. For rtarians, sturino ".rj:jj;:,:#]J-nts, 

own measure or
hip is a more appropriatemeasure' The tandless peasant background of many immigrants inst'led inthem a reverence and hatred for landowners and was transferred intoambitious home ownership in the New world (Iacovetta ,1992,16; Sturino,1985b' 125)' Home ownership is not only a socioeconomic measure of successfor society at large, it is also an ,inside, 

measure__one within the Italiancommunitjr because it represents a vast improvement over the misery of theold country. Home ownership is a usefur measure rdth which to assess
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rmmlgrants' own ideas of success anci to gauge their mobiiity with the rest otsociety's' ln 7971' 77 percent of Italian c-anadians owned their own homes. InToronto, the proportion was even greater at g3 percent. In both cases, these
rates were higher than any other social group, rivaled only by the portuguese
of Toronto.

while home ownership is useful in dispelling myths of Italian success
in Toronto, it is arso centrar to the Italians, world view. The drive to own
one's own home stems from the folk world view that owning a home is to
stake one's claim in the 'land of the riving' (Del Guid ice, 1gg3). Apart from
the house, other elements, as Iacovet ta (1992) demonstrates, set Itarian
immigrants apart in Toronto: Roman eatholicism is an important part of thecommunity's identity. Not fuly accepted by the archdiocese, their rerigion,
especialry that practiced by southerners who made up the majority of the
migrant stream' was actually a mixture of peasant folklore and catholicism.
Along with religion, community size insured that many institutions would
be created to help immigrants, even if serf-help and community support wasthe hallmark of the immigrant generation. Also important is the
convergence of ethnic and crass identity within the Italian community.
Italians led the way in militant crass-based strikes as btrrr,_.,., ,,- ,^,^_r-..
r-o1_onto:re*n,r*;;,-;;;; j;ffi ;,i:";::ff;;,.tffi ,,Iacovetta discusses the different experience of men and women as
immigrants in a new urban industrial environment. Men defined
themselves in terms of providing for their fam'ies. Their wives who arso
worked for pay, thereby improving the materiar well_being of home rife,
mediated the transition from rural to urban industrial life for their families
and values. Like immigrants in other times and praces, they focused on
home life, community and religior' or everyday things, in order to cope and
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assert control what they could in
immigrants, they were concerned

identitv.

the face of change and antagonism. As
with everyday matters which shaped their

For the most part, the experience of post-war Italian immigrants to
Toronto was one of success. This should not divert our attention from the
fact that Italians were mistreated in the early years. That experience helps us
understand landscape evolution in Toronto's st. era-i1, and Dufferin district.
usually, Italians were placed low on the rist of prefererr"", or piospiiciive
immigrants. Anglo-eeltic myths of superiority resurted in numerous
deprecating stereotypes of the Italian immigrant. Even when they were
favoqafly commended for their ability to 

"r,a,.u" hard ;;;;6or, *u,
patronizllg- This external social distance, often the cause of social_
psychological derision and occasionally violence, was balanced by an internal
identity' Italians' consciousness of kind, even in their canadian-born ranks,
was made possible by their large numbers and self-definitions of identity and
success' Home ownership continues to be part of this identi V, asis hard work
and familism.

How is it that within twenty short years, between the conflict-ridden
1950s and 1960s and the apparently more riberal 19g0s, Italians became an
accepted part of Toronto's social fab..c? It is possible that the Italian
community has achieved an acceptabre identity according to host society
standards? Home ownership supports this argument. Alternativ ery, a
multiculturar ethos may have permeated Toronto, making immigrants more
acceptable. The rarge number of Italians has allowed the group to maintain
internal cohesion and set its own course. Their internar cohesiveness is
apparent in their changing pattern of settlement. M*y Italians have moved

Jr+

north of Metroporitan Toronto, weil into the middle crass suburb of



35Vaughary but this has harciiy ciampeneci iheir resicientiai segregati<ln and, by
inference, ethnic persistence (Davies and Murdie, r993;Kalbactr, 19g0).

Famiiisin and cornmunity ties still define the Italian community of all
generations' Since an Italian identity persists, it is plausible that Toronto has
become more cosinopolitan. A thir<i expianation is possible: that ,,as many
rrew immigrants have arrived, controversy has surrounded the racial and
reiigious minorities from Developing countries. In short, Toronto has found
new scapegoats" (Iacovetta, 1992,1,23). rtmay not be a change within the
itaiian coininunitli that rnade it more acceptable, nor a multicultural ethos
within Toronto, but a process of scapegoating which has re-aiiocated scorn
froin itaiians to recent iininigr.ants. lVe expiore these possibilities in the next
chapter in relation to urban ethnic landscapes.



Chapter 3: Urban Ethnic Lanciscapes

In a work like this, traditionally separate literatures have to be brought
i,gether' Ethrricity anci ianciscape have rarely received treatment together
although Programmatic calls have been made for this union (Noble, 1992;
upton, 198i). partly as a refiection of this division, this work presents
etirnicity and landscape reviews in separate chapters. using my ernpiricai
resuits in chapter five, i show ihat the urbari iandscape can be used as a
medium for the study of ethnic identity and relations and that we inay also
iearn about ian<iscape by bringing our knrwiedge of ethnicity to urban space.
Like ethnicity, tandscape can mean differeni tirings. irr m'dern geography,
we have gone from the traditionai schooi of 'observing and explaining, the
landscape to 'reading anci representing it, albeit partiary., Throughout this
evolution, we have arso seen a change in focus; from rurar to urban
iandscapes and from substantive fielciwork io iheoretical deduction (Mikesell,
1994)' This heterogeneity in landscape interpretation makes it difficult to
know what quesiions to ask. An empiricai approac-h t_rn rurai areas wiii
necessitate different quesiions froin, say, ivfarxist hisioricai materialism on
the city' In faci, hist'ricai rnaieriaiism has been an irnporirint theoreiicai
component of the new culturar geography. Arthough interrupted in the 1960s
by iogicat posiiivisrn, humanisrn ais, remains a strong bociy'f i.he.ry. tliat
counterposes itself to historical materiarism (Hugill and Foote, 1994;
Kobayashi and Mackenzie, lggg). Given the numerous approaches possibre, I
discuss in the first secti,n the fundarnental questions we need to ask about
landscape' Favouring neither of the main approaches mentioned, these
questions set the parameters for my definition of landscape.
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J/Since the rise of the new cultural geography and a shift in focus from
urban to rural landscapes, Marxist historical materialism has been one of the
main theories employed by geographers: Although materialism aims to
udnerstand social relations as the products of people's material conditions,

their study of the landscape has been misapplied. Despite a lack of case

studies, conclusion of commodification have been made about all sorts of
urban landscapes. As a retail strip, St. Clair is a prime candidate for such an
interpretation- Frowever, the deveropment and modification of st. crair
within Toronto's retail geography, as we see in section two of this chapter,

does not relegate it to the whims of consumerism. The primary purpose of
st. elair, and any'ther retail area, is sales and consumption but even a

seemingly commodified landscape can involve a high level of human agency
(Ley and Olds, 1988).

In the final section, I expand on the role of ethnic agency as eul

important factor in landscape creation and modificatiorg again contrasting it
with a materialist reading. I overview the forces at vvork and what exacly
may be produced that represents an ethnic landscape in the city. Again, the
basic questions laid out in the first section are important because they provide
a link with my discussion of ethnicity in the previous chapter. Like ethnicity,
the urban landscapes that reflect ethnic identity do not adhere to simple
theories of pure assimilation or persistence. Ivlost important, landscape

creation by immigrants and ethnics speaks to the broader issue of space as an
important factor in social relations. Urban ethnic landscapes can contribute to
our understanding of both ethnicity and landscape by shedding light on both
as they influence one another through time.



Defining Landscape

ln everyday language, the term landscape has various meanings. At an
art exhibit, the term would be used to refer to a rendition of geographical
space. For architects, it refers to a parcer of rand that can be or already is
modified in professional practice. To others still, it might just mean
landscaping. Human geographers have yet another use of the word
landscape, referring to real geographical space embodying evidence of human
influence (Nleinig, 1979)- Given that landscape can refer to so many different
things, an explicit definition is necessary. A human randscape is any real
geographical space consisting of physical structures and patterns shaped by its
inhabitants. These can include urban spaces designed under the aegis of
corporate and bureaucratic authority or rural villages that have grown
incrementally over time and anything in between. put simply, the human
geographer's landscape can be seen and touched by its occupants.

Landscapes are more than reflections of culture. They can arso

promote, mediate and constrain activity. In their reaction against logical
positivism, humanists argued for the importance of space as an influence on
social relations. The argument was made using the concept of place.

Humanist geographers in the 1970s developed the notion of place to refer to a
set of physicat strucfures in space, the activities contained therein and their
meanings that space holds for people (Relph, 1916). lve normally think of
places, unlike landscapes, as bounded entities containing meaning and
attachment for people. Historically, urhat place and landscape have shared is
the notion that an identity can be represented in the built environment. But
both 'place' and 'landscape'have become less rigid. Through social theory,
place has taken on a more relational definition depending on the position of
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the subject under study; the meaning of place depends on the behoiding eye
(ivleinig, 1"979). And through the merger of sociar and culturai geography,
landscape has been influenced by humanist notions of place such that
landscape and place can hardly be differentiated today (see Dunc an,199a).
Landscapes' then are distinct physical structures and patterns shaped by their
inhabitants, having meaning for them and contai^*g an identity. In this
way, the urban ethnic randscape may act back on the ethnic group concerned,
and may even influence the wider society, although this can be in a negative
manner.

Impricit in this definition of randscape, I have hinted at why landscapes
are important' why study them at all? carlson (lggg)writes that r.te have yet
to develop a justificatory theory, or ph'osophy, for landscape assessment.
one argument courd be that we may rearn about culture by examining what
social grouPs have done with their local spaces. fuIodifying space to look and
function differentry is, in part, a reflection of curture, or varues and r.r,av of
life' since peopre are also infruenced by space, that is, the meanings,
possibilities, and constraints it presents, then we are also concerned with
those elements of the landscape that influence social rerations. so we may
study urban landscapes in and of themselves or io learn about culture. But
this is limiting since landscape and social relations infruence one another.
lndeed, it is because of this reciprocal influence that a study of landscape for
either purpose alone is necessarily partiat and abstracted. The most
significant potential contribution of landscape study is an understanding of
the dynamic and reciprocar rerationship between people and their
surroundings. Like soja's (19g9) argument for a ,spatiarized 

ontorogy,, my
argument is that social relations are constifuted and constifutive of space: the
two are inextricably linked.
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Harf of the reciprocar rerationship between peopre and the buiitenvironment is quite obviously people. Asicitself, we need to ask the sor

sender My review 
"o ",n "',::T,;:: .,-;;ilt "*",',;:^;{::l'

has provided a background for my subsequent interpretation of roronto,s st.ciair district arounci Dufferin. rn generar, we need to know the .who, 
in orderto interpret the changing form and content of eon the landscape alone. *"r;;:; * __ 

ot anr landscape; we cannot rery

individual effort?, or ,was 
r, 

*u-o't u.s rnar ask'was it a communiiy or
a matter of familitwork done contractualiy?, 

vr rctrrllll€s exchanging favours or was

The other half of the relationship is the .what,. 
What are importantfeatures of a landscape, and what sets it apart frcanswer quickry becomes compricared. rh" vo,"]T;:; ;:::T1 -_ll"_,.n rnner cityis quite diff'erent from its suburban counterpart and yet both constitute theurban lanciscape' Any one aspect of the cityscape--its housing, retail districtsor industriai zones for exampre, may be viewed as constituting an urbanIandscape type' At first, this seems limiting but tlatone, including sryle structure and locati"o ,""Jr]fi;:;:1""*:,,:to study the whole urban hndscape' rn fact, the phrase urban landscape cioesnot even invoke an image of ail these housing considerations, ret arone theconsiderations of different sorts of land uses. Thus, the .what, 

in the people_space relationship is of obvious importance if r+,e want to know thatrerationsfup better. As we see below in reration to urban ethnic randscapes, a
number of defining characteristics may exist.

Beyond ciescriptiory the study of urban landscapes must ask how andwhy geographicar space has been fashioned as it has. In fact, ,nany of thedescriptive questions above go part way in providing answers, even if onlv
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intuitively' l'or example, once we have answered 'who created tiris space?,, 
4i

we are implying that the characteristics of a social group, whether an elite
older gentry in North vancouver or an iinmigrant group in post_war
'I'oronto, has had an impact on the look of the physical environment.
Depending on our lever of knowredge (maybe even stereotypes), we may
have an impression of how the landscape might look. Hbwever, asking why
have they made their housing or retail districts to look like this depends less
on intuition than on a thorough analysis of the social groups itself. And
since the landscape can influence social relations, it must figure into that
analysis, eventually explaining, in part, its subsequent form.

The important questions to ask about randscapes, then, range from the
descriptive to the analytical. As Meinig argues, the questions we ask may
reflect our individual biases. However, according to Lewis (lggg),if we stick
to a set of axioms on the important questions to consider as I have presented,
we can produce analyses that address culture and cultural change through
time' In the third section, I provide more detail for all these questions in
relation to urban ethnic landscapes. Next I turn to retailing activity as one
type of urban landscape to provide a background for my work on st. clair
Ave..

Urban Retailing

The definition of landscape provided is broad enough so that any part
of the city can be included. stores are no exception. But just as housing in
itself in the North American city presents us with a wide variety of styles,
structures, construction periods and locations, retailing too is heterogeneous.
This makes it necessary to identify the different types of urban retailing so as



to locate st' clair in its appropriate context. Before turning to urban ethnic
landscapes' we need to consider the various types of retail landscapes that
may exist in the city given that st. clair fits in this broad category as an
unplanned retail strip.

Retailing in the city can be grouped into a hierarchy or taxonomy of
types based on several factors: spatial form, the functions of the businesses
involved, who they serve and occupanry and ownership patterns (Jones and
simmons, rg87,1gg). -Dominant in the post-war years has been the
develo?ment of local and regional malls. challenging the cBD_a retail type
defined geographically, the mall has superseded it in terms of market share in
the average Canadian city (Simmons ,1ggl). Unlike the CBD the mall is a
planned environment, as is the strip plaza--a third type of retail structure.
Both the man and the strip plaza are post-war phenomena, growing out of
corporate developer and chain store dominance. The fourth type, the retail
strip along major thoroughfares, is like the eBD in that it predates malls and
plazas and is unpranned. Despite the increasing attention given to mals
(Hopkins' 1992) and attendant discussions of the hollowing of central city
consumption (simmons, 1gg1), in the post_war era, the cBD and reta' strip
combined still provided most of the retail and service space in the eanadian
city (Jones and simmons,19g7, Igs, 1,g2).Given that the ,,heyday of the rarge
regional mall is over", according to simmons (L991, 229), theretail strip
remains a significant component of the urban retail hierarchy.

Areas like st' elair are still vital in the urban retail structure in Canada.
occupancy is dominated by independent retailers rather.than the.c-hain stores
of shopping mallgr--Arsq the range of goods is usually of a lower order rike
textiles, clothing and bread, relying upon pedestrian traffic and nearby
residents. But even within the unplanned retail strip type, there exists a
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variety including specialty strips (furniture, cars), fast food, the gentrified strip
and the ethnic strip (Jones,1991,395); my concern is with the ratter. usually
located within the central city the unplarined ethnic retail strip caters
primarily to a specific market. patrons and merchants share the same
ethnicity and the strip is defined by a specialized range of goods that stand
apart from the city's' The ethnic retail strip is unstable because it relies on
individual shop-keepers who can come and go very quickly (Jones, 1gg1,).
Instability is arso an outcome of changing preferences within the ethnic
communiw, or ethnic identity change. First and subsequent generations
within a minority, for example, will not display the same preferences in
consumption thus forcing retailers to change their strategies if they hope to
remain viable.

Frowever unstable, the strip catering to immigrants and ethnics serves
an important economic function in the retail hierarchy of the city. As the
main source of their consurner needs--at least for specialty goods unavailable
elsewhere-the strip is also a focal point of the community. It is more than an
area for immigrants and ethnics to enjoy near-exclusive shopping ,rights,.

Like places of worship, it is a centre of their community. Among the different
settlement patterns that immigrants and ethnics can produce (Agocs, r9g1),_st.
elair is an example of an immigrant reception area because most post_war
Italians settled nearby when they arrived to Toronto. once enough time had
passed' st' clair developed a full complement of shops and services catering
to the proximate Italian community; st. clair was a.jocal point of Itarian
immigrant adjustment in Toronto. As one informant tord me, shopping for
Italian products switched from eolege st., the pre-war immigrant reception
area, to st' clair in the mid-1960s.a Business occupanry data shows numerous
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44Italian-owned and run shops at St. Clair by 196I, the full range having been

establishedby 197L Despite a general residential migration north (Figure 2),
the strip remains the symbolic and, to a lbsser degree, commercial centre 'fToronto's Italian community. serving less today as a daily shopping area for
Toronto Italia, St. Clair is still occasionally frequented by Italians for specialty
items and f'r the experience of shopping in the old neighbourhood. one
informant, Joe Liuzza, expressed it this way: ,,we don,t speak Italian around
here any more, except on Saturd ay.,,s

This comment by Mr. Liuzza alludes to arrother important theme in
urban retail geography--leisure-based shopping (Jones, rgg1,395). Ethnic
strips are being increasingly transformed into specialty retait areas associated

with leisure-based consumption. Immigrant and ethnic identity is cleansed
arrd popularized as ethnic strips come to evoke inass market images of ethnic
identity' The strip thus becomes more attractive to the wider society and the
composition of shoppers changes from immigrants and ethnics to young
middle class' David Ley has argued that gentrification is partly fueled by the
lure of central eity cultural amenities. St. elair is also subject to this process of
commodification. For example, Figure 3 is one example of the heightened
emphasis orr retail facade design as part of the 'rediscovery' of the retail strip.
The Montreal-based Jewish owner saw fit to locate such a store in the Italian
enclave, give it an Italian name and adorn the facade with allusions to Italian
classical architecture. Yet Sposabella has little relation to the Italian
immigrant identity in the area. Its high-prieed gowns arrd ostentatious facade
have more to do with high order consurnerism than immigrant settlement
and entrepreneurship. Equally detached from the Italian imrnigrant identity

rlntcn'ierved cn 5 Novernbcr 1995. ruse informants namcs rvhcre thcy havc givcn rncpermission for me to do so. In cases where informants wished ,roi to huou their names used, Irefer to them as'in{ormants,. No pseudonyms are used.
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Fig;ure 3: Posh \\eclding Go*'n shop on st. crair Just \{,est of Dufferir-r.
Quoins, accented sills a.cr cre.tillecr 

"orrii"" ter us iire buircringrvas constructed before \,v\,v2. But the facelift on the grounclfloor does not fit the street-scape. T'lre [.,rof"."io,*1r]'clesicne6pedimented facade. and pallaiian croor*'uu 
"u,or."' "xclusi'ih., asdo t^e columns (*'hich fit .o p'orti.uiu,. ;il;;i-oiiu.r. .frrc

facade is intended as an attention_erabber.
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of the area are the chain stores that have come and gone on st. Clair (Table i).
The number of chain stores along the strip has never changed. However,
recent chains have taken advantage of st. Clair's increasingly leisure status.
whereas st- crair's chain stores used to incrude Lobraws, ss Kresge and
woolwortlu only the latter rernained in 1981. These sorts of chains served
the imrnigrant comrnunity, even hiring Itarian-speaking comrnunity t<r

improve patronage' However, in place of these chains have corne Benneton,
stefanel (both fashion), Ir Fornerlo (dining) and second Cup (coffee shop).
with obvious differences frorn previous chains, these cater to a younger
market regardless of etrrnic background. Indee4 many informants told me
that st. elair has lost its order Italian generatiory that only young Itarians
'hattg out' there now and that they stay inside the clubs, restaurants and cafes
unlike the older generation who conversed and enjoyed friendly eneounter
in the street. Mr. Liuzza's comment also corresponds to inforniants,
observation that peopre of other backgrounds also frequent st. ehir more
now than previously' Because Italians have largely rnoved north of the city,
new irnmigrants have supplanted them, and st. erair now attracts shoppers
from beyond locar neighbourhoods, the age and background of people in the
street differs fo'n say the 1,970s when Itarians dominated nearby
neighbouihoods. fiie yourrger consuner, Italian or otherwise, seeks
entertainment and high-prieed goods not found in immigrant_serving shops.
Like sposabell4 chain store merchandise and facades resernble the whims of
popular culture, not the needs and wants of the Italian irnmigrant
community' Because st. Clair has an ethnically-based leisure status, it has
been a popular ehoice for ehain stores that take advantage of leisure-based
shopping.
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The advent of leisure-based sh.pping and its att€ndant chain stores has
been discussed in the literature. In general, specurations on heightened
consurnerisrn have been appried to landscapes although without any support
frorn case studies' These has often corne from Marxist historical materiatsts.
since materialists emphasize the social relations rf eapitalism and the
importance of rnaterial existence in producing conseiousness, they assert that
urban culture is produced by economic relations. As Ley and olds (1ggg, rg1)
argue' rnaterialists assume the existence of a rnass curture, defined as ,,the
culture industry, imposing hegemonic meanings through spectacles onto a
depoliticized mass audience." urban randscapes, according to Jackson (lggg)
are seen by materiarists as outgrowths of the appropriative logic of capital:
they are seen as cornmodities subject to the manipuration of marketing and
sales techniques' It follows that economic competition focuses on carefulry
'choreographed' place-making: ,.fiie shaping of place identity and loeal
tradition is very mueh within the purview of workers within the cultural
mass..." writes David Harvey (lgg},26). The ,serial replication of
homogeneity' leads inevitably to the eonclusion that only ,,earlier 

and less
commercial curfures may sustain more stabre symbolic codes,, (Harvey, rgg3,cosgrove and Daniels, 1ggg, g). The end resurt is that randscape contains
short{ived, market-oriented rneanings feeding the ,apparent 

fu'ness, of'visual experience' at the expense of ,rear historical meaning,. (Cosgrove andDaniels, 1990; smith, lggg). The imprication for urban ethnic landscapes_at
Ieast those centred around the reta' strip*is crear: they are nothing rnore
than cornrnodified forms of saleable ethnicity. This explains why the urbanvillage, quite unlike Gans' use of the word, have beeome so important inretailing as reisure-based consumerism gains momentum. For,quartiers,
imbued with an ethnic identity or a historie past comprise an important
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element in the ehanging retail environment of canadian cities and western 
4')

cities in general (Jones, 1991; Hal'vey, Iggg).

As we see in the next section, receiit trends in retailing including
Ieisure-based shopping may be mistakenly taken to indicate the identity of
urban landscapes. ostentatious facades like the one above may divert 

'urattention frorn the surrounding landscape and lead to economistic
interpr€tations. As Tabre 1 shows, chain stores have never made up inore
than six percent of arl stores in the st. clair strip. At rnost, this represents
fouiteen stores out of the 250 0r so that line the street. The impact on the
identity of st' clair is therefore minimal if not negligible. In the following
section' we will look at the possible interpretations that have been offered for
urban landseapes with ernphasis on those ethnically based.

Urban Ethnie Landscapes

I have already referred to the existence of a theoretical chasrh between
Marxist historical materialism and humanism in geography. In the early
1980s, when the new cultural geography took hord, the city becarne a new
field of study. Diminishing interest in rurar cultural geography was
eoncornitant with an increasing emphasis on the current cultuial make-up of
eities. This has had an important impact on the study of urban landscapes
including what we see as the relationship between peopre and space and how
they ean modify it to reflect theii likes and needs. In general , the nhistorical
rnaterialist ernphasis on contemporary cities has led to a skepticism of the
irnportanee of human agency for effective place-maki.g. Berief in the
appropriative logic of capitalism, high consurnerism, etc., has led to a



commodified perspective on eity space. Urban etirnic landscapes are no
exception.

In terms of eornmodification, the principal problem with historical
materialist theorizing on urban ethnic landseapes is that it is ahistorical. In
the previous sectiorL I presented the facade of a wedding gown boutique on
st' elair which speaks to eornrnodifieation; its facade is embellished, it has
little historical meaning in the st. elair context. sirnilar renovations exist but
I argue with a different meaning from that implied in materialist logic: for
many shops along St. Claii, reeent renovations that took highly commodified
actualiy conform to humanist notions of agenry and pracefurness (Figure 4).
eomrnunity involvement and renovators' intentions of producing an Italian
style reduces the determinative role of mass cultuie as the impetus for
renovation styles. An ahistorical assessrnent of st. clair, with the aid of
materialism, might have led to an economistic explanation of ehanging styles
in the enclave' This corroborates what Ley and olds (19gg) conclude in their
study of the experience of Expo 'g6 visitors in Vancouver. The theme of Expo
is science and education but Ley and olds note that these themes rnay have
been too 'boring' to attraet visitors. eonsequentry Expo,s small politiear and
eeonornie elite searched for an alternative strategy to get people out and
eonsurning; it furned out to be ,,speetaele, 

fantasy and entertainment to
enchant and divert the masses from more serious matters,, (p.1gg). yet Ley
and olds (p' 19i) argue that popular culture theory--"active interpretation of
cultural producers and consurners, which includes the capacity for resistance
to the web of signification spun by dominant elites,,-best eharaeterizes
activity at Expo' "The eulfuial dupes posed by rnass eulfure theorists aie less
visible on the ground than they are in nonempirical speculation,, (p.209).
Rather, Expo visitors actively engaged in the opportunities presented to them
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Figure 4: St. C--.lair Streetscape Near Lansdon,ne.Origiltal red brick structures are lto\\, the erception in this block_face as Tu.)' merchants.hl)," 
"pt"l io.'it" popular look ofstucco' Hot'et'er, clespite u'r" p;;;h-* .r stucco. t'e or'ners ofcrace Textire ancr La Du"h""*u thi"k ;;.,,r..o as an Itarian shreand rrot a po1.rula1 fetis.. -fl-,"r, .r""d.au..o because t'e', *,aniecltheir shops tb look Italian.



during their visits which charlenges th€ hegemony of rnass curture
theorizing. In this respect, ]ackson (7gg3,222) wntes; ,,Theorists 

cannot afford
the luxury of assuming that they know rrow consumers read the le'dscape...,,of c'urse, part clf the issue here is that materiarists enrphasize the
construction of commodified landscapes whereas Ley and ords address the
experiences of people in place. Nonetheless, it is clear that the assumption of
rnass culture can distort rearity, incruding its assumed effeet on ethnic
identity. Indeed, as Cohen (rgg,)argues for ehicago,s pre_war ethnic
industrial workers, ethnic groups may eneounter mass production and niass
markets in ways that actualry reinforce their identities instead of
homogenizing them.

Along with Marxist historical materialisnl the sfudy of urban ethriic
landscapes faces other theoretical hurdles as well. First, some see urban
etlinic Iandscapes as increasingly vestigial or non_existent due to the
encroaching elements of modern urbanism (Conzen, 1990). The
misconception of speculative building, state planning and rnodernist ideology
hastens the cail for landscape preseivation or submission to these forees
altogether' Importance is given to the 'eoniriiercial force that undennines allcultural ran<iscapes' and the ,plastic identities, of high_rise apartments andoffice buildings (Olson and Kobay asli,1993,lS1_2). Along with the
materialist narrativ€ pr€s€nt€d above, the broader ideological movement ofrnodernism is seen as an impedinient to the creation of meiuiingful places inthe city: "there seerns to be widespread acceptanee...that the authenticity ofdwelling rootedness is being destroyed by the nrodern spread of techrrology,

rationalism, mass production and mass values,, (Harvey, 1gg3, 72). Thus, inaddition to the rnaterialist insistence on the appropriative role of capitalism,
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modemist urbanism is also seen as a force that precludes and erodes etfuric

landseaPes.

Perhaps the most effective counter-argument to this view of urbanisrn

is Henri Lefebvre'S The Production of Space' His account of the evolution of

real and abstract space agrees with the ConcePtion that plaee-rootedness has

diminished with modernity: decorporealization, urban function and modern

seientifie objectivity are the eatalysts of the changing nature of place in

thought and in the real wOrld. Yet, despite this ehange in people's 'u'ay of

being,, as Harvey (1939) puts it, he disagrees with a placeless view of

urbanism. For Lefebvre, capitalism and modernity have ehanged place-

making and place-identity by way of spatial praetices-the structures and

agents that affect places-but "the preconditions of soeial spaee have their own

partieular way of enduring and remaining aetual within that space'" Lefebvre

continues;

spaee so conceived might be called 'organic'- In the immediacy of the

links between groups, Eetween mernbers of groups, dd between
,soeiety' and niture, occupied spaCe +y"S direct expression-'on the

grorrrrd', so to ,peut-to ihe- relitionships uPon which social

6rganization is iounded. Abstraction has very little place in these

reiitionships..." (Lefebvre, 199t, 229)'

By foeusing on spatial praetices, Lefebwe do€s not exclude structural

afgum€nts but he does prioritize the spatial expression given to soeial

relations. And the persistenee of spatial 'preeonditions', as he calls thern, not

only refleet SOeial r€latiOns but also influence them because they are

continually 'founded'in SpaCe. AS we See below, this argument iS consistent

with the view that etrmic agency can produCe m€€fringful landscaPes in the

modern eity.
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ln additicln to the view that modern urbanism forestails ethnic

landseapes in the city, a poor understanding of immigration and ettrricity

may also prevent us frorn fully appreeiating ufban ethnie landscapes. For

example, Zelinsky (1991) defines ethnicity as national culture, smoothing

over vety different and often hostile groups in Ameriea, espeeially blacks and

Latinos. He argues that immigrant groups in cities did not design nor build

their surroundings arrd therefore have not created ethnie landscapes but only

'trivial' and 'exotic tidbits'. "The rnor6rl, of course, is that all these non-Wasp

folks were expeeted to eonform and melt into the larger physieal fabric of

American life as fully and rapidly as possible. And the overwhelming

majority were only too delighted to do just that" (Zelinsky, 1991,,34).

Zelinsky's perspective is assimilationist. In his view, etlinie landscapes are, by

definition, differentiated fot' a short time if at all. Moreover, their "pseudo-

ethnic styles" he says (pp. 34) are outgrowths of ethnic identities that the

ethnies themselves were unaware of "until they were briefed on the matter by

lOO-pereerit Americaris." Not surprisingly, Zelinsky's pedigree in the old

school of landscape interpretation (Duncan, 1994) guides him to see first

settlement, or the transformation of nafure, as the Ameriean landseape. His

Doctrine of First Effective Settlement states that the "fifst group to effect

viable, self-pe{petuating society are of crueial significance for the later social

and eultirral geography of the area no mattet how tiny the initial band of

settlers may have been" (Zelinsky, 1973,13-4). Even the more sympathetic

seholars of ethnieity have been influenced by this understanding, arguing that

those etlinic groups'first on the sc€n€' deterrnine the 'eulfural landscape of an

area' (Lewis, 1994; Noble, L992,400). Dell Upton (1986,14) captured this

perspeetive when he wrote "Large ufban ethnic groups evidently built little

that was distinetive...."
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While it cannot be denied that American iandscape tastes have been

heavily influenced by British styles brought over with British in-migration

(Hugill, 1986; Lewis, 1994), especially under colonial domination, their

imprints have also been continually refashioned by subsequent immigrant

groups (Conzen, 1"990; Haydery 1,991). After ali, we can easily distinguish

between British and American culture today. It stands to reason that, as

reflections of culture and cultural ehange, Iandseapes ale not capsules of

British colonization frozen in time. The reworking of landscape in urban

Arneriea, and elsewhere, by immigrants and ettrnies refleets their impaet on

host society culture, or ethnogenesis. In sorne cases, the observer rnust have a

sensitive eye to notice ethnie adaptations in things like fenestration and the

use of space, not to mention the foreign-language signs and products on

display--what they are and how they are displayed. In other eases, like North

Arnerica's ehinatowns, even the non-observer can be overwhekned by

unusual shapes, colours and uses of space (Lai,199I). The sloping red-tiled

roof tops, recessed balconies and vibrant colours of ehinese enclaves are not

'visual fakery' hiding the truer landscape of standard Western arehiteetural

forrns but ethnic agency in physical form.

It is important also not to overstate the opposite argirrnent--to suggest

that cultural pluralism, in contrast to assimilatiory produces landscape that

iefleet immigrants' national eultural of origin. When brought in to occupy

Canada's prairie west, Ukrainians enjoyed a high degree of rural isolation and

eoncentration. They also brought with them a strong desire to maintain

Ukrainian culture (Kostastu 1977t. Apart from British-origin immigrants,

Ukrainians have been presented with the best opportunities to maintain their

pre-migratory culture. One might assume a Ukrainian landscape was created

at some point. Yet the prairie landseape had already been defined in part by



the Dominion government with the aid of railway companies. what is clear 
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from experiencing prairie landscapes, as I have, is that ukrainians have
layered over the original randscape buildings that emulate impressive
architecture 'from back home'. yet neither the original partitioning of the
land nor ukrainian architeeture constitute, on their own, the landscape. The
extremes of assimilation and plurarism, again rike any extreme in the
literature, are usefur frames of reference but may read to partiar
representation. Like ethnogenesis, a mediation between assimilated and
pluralist landscapes intimates social reality more closely. once created and
subsequently occupied by immigrants, the landscape takes a new course,
never returning to what it was or might have been, never entirely of
immigrantlethnic identity but a combination of both on a new path changing
in its own new way.

Landscape creation and modificatiory meaning and attachment are the
sum expression of a large number of actors over time. unlike the tightty knit
elite of Expo who fabricated a landscape in a matter of months, urban et6nic
landscapes grow by accretion and may be difficult to detect. Although Upton
(1986) did write that urban ethnic groups have produced rittle that is
distinctive, he added; "we cannot be too confident in making such assertions,
however. T?ie absence of urban ethnic architecfures may be more apparent
than real." For those groups encountering Zerinsky,s (1991 ,33) ,,penzasive, if
largely subconscious, code governing the proper ways in which to arrange
human affairs over American space..." they have not just a physicar
environment to contend with but also a built up space, an identity. I consider
this to be the distinctive importance of urban ethnic landscape study: while
modifying the nafural environment involves a set of hardships, we hardly
think of nature as having a human identity--even if definitions of nature



57vary between cultures. Migrants to built up areas, on the other hand, are

confronted with both a physical space and a social space that contains identity
and meaning for previous occupants. Irrrmigrants, thery may mociify their
surroundings for new uses and new meanings, the latter a challenge not faced
in First Effective settlement. As Hayden (1995) writes, ,,ethnicity, 

as well as

race, class, and gender, cart be uncovered as a shaping force of American
urban places, provided one looks at the production of social space carefully.,,
But this is a theoretical counter-argument against a misunderstood

immigration process and ethnic relations, as it is an argument against

speculations on materialism and modernist urbanism. Since Zetinsky, like
Marxist historical materialists, relies on speculation rather than substantive
field work, we need case studies to provide some answers.

'So the study of urban ethnic landscapes faces three theoretical

challenges that remain unproven by case studies; the materiatist

interpretation of place-identity as concealed or appropriated by capital, a view
that modern urbanism can only produce functional or generic space, and an
understanding of ethnicity and immigration that precludes ethnic identity
and therefore effective place-making in the first instance. qgl*Llet fgct_grs

migh! s-glfribute to the creation of ethnic randscapelgg.g_slty? Here we
return to the theoretical questions set out in the first section of this chapter.
According to Conzen (1,990), the spatial imprint of ethnic groups occurs under
dynamic circumstances: the most important facilitating factor is volume of
immigration. If that_volu4e is high over a short period of time, then a
distinct landscape is likely. segregation and economic prosperity also

facilitate the creation of distinct places. A dispersed, impoverished ethnic
grouP will probably not create structures and patterns that reflect their
identity even if it is strongly pronounced in other ways. A clustered ethnic



58groups is rnore likely to transforfi its physical environrnent, especially if it
has the means to do so, namely wealth. Also, an economically mobile group
will probably achieve the level of ownership, private and business, to effect
distinct spaces. Finally, we must consider the extent to which immigrants
encounter a pre-existing built environment or is building one anew. As
compared with the construction of a new culfural landscape out of a natural
environment, encounter with an existing built environment leaves less for
the immigrant to create. However, modification and attachment of existing
space in an ethnic manner is still possible. All these factors cross-cut one
another and may work in different combinations to produce urban ethnic
landscapes but numerical dominance is the necessary facititating factor.

However, even if all these conditions are met, the ethnic group will
only produce a landscape if it has a strong self-definition. Alternatively,
pronounced internal cohesion may result in a discernible landscape even if
the above conditions are only moderateiy present. pred,s (1,g6g)anarysis of
'urban Negro culture' in the retail strip is another example. Intuitively, one
would expect that, like blacks in urban America, any oppressed group would
hide its identity in the face discrimination and abuse. Indeed, pred finds that
certain land uses reflect blacks' low class status which is more a matter of
constraint than choice in conceafing their identity. But he also finds that
certain land uses have been overrepresented in ehicago's 4Tthstreet which
are characteristic of urban black culture. Arguing that sub-cultural differences
find expression in consumer behaviour and therefore land use patterns, pred

concludes that shops devoted to personal appearance, certain forms of leisure
and entertainment (billiard halls, record shops) and storefront churches are
representative of the surrounding predominantly black population. The
visual effect, he argues, is representative of sub-cultural difference as well as
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biockeci opportunity. 'fhus, the numericaliy <iominant, clustered, mobile anci

seif-defined ethnic group is likely to be most expressive in geographic space.

This provides a better picfure of th'e'who' introduced in the first
section. But'what' exactly do we look for in the landscape that speaks of

ethnic presence? Sometimes, the landscape may offer little or no clues and

yet an ethnic identity may exist in the form of environmental meaning and

attachment. A past event or folklore may breed what Walter Firey termed

sentiment and symbolism and what geographers have called topophilia and

geopiety. Through observation alone, this sort of landscape remains hidden.

What is required, then, is ethnographic research on the actors involved in
producing social sPace. Yet too often in academic research, interpretation is

detached from anything subjects have to say about their own sifuation as they

see it and created it (Caulfield,199z; Ley and Olds, 19gg; smitb 19g4). The

actors in the landscape have been particurarry mute in the literature.

Landscape interpretation has mostly been an activity associated with
artifactual sfudy and archival research to the neglect of human subjects,

versions of their own scene. Duncan (1992,11) notes; "Interviewing where

possible or other means of collecting data...have rarely been attempted...lThe]

question of the meaning of landscape is usuarly addressed only from the

researcher's own point of view." Identifying a landscape of the mind is not

observable but may be real within the ethnic group, illustrating that the ,who,

and the 'what' can be one and the same. Admittedly, this sort of landscape

represents more a theoretical than real possibility. This is especially true if,

going back to my theoretical discussion on ethnicity, we search for an ethnic

landscape created by a group that is neither ethnically self-identified nor

regarded as ethnic by others. Still, the landscape of collective ethnic memory

raises our awareness that "il it is the purpose of a geographer to explain the
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landscape, it is clear that he is unable to rely only on what he sees', (Darby,

7953,9).

Given that landscapes must be acidressed from multiple sources,

landscape study must still take stock of physical structures and patterns, even

if only as a first step. Although we may not know who has been involved

and why they have made changes to their surroundings, as Alan Jacobs (1985)

puts it "you can tell a lot about a city by looking." For exampre, a stroll

through Toronto's eabbagetown neighbrouhood reveals that some houses

have lost their front porches. Houses untouched by a fuenzy of renovation

work in the 1970s and 1980s still have their porches, although they do survive

precariously. We may infer from this contrast that occupants of newer homes

prefer the comforts of indoor privary versus streetfront encounter. In fact,

the new middle class occupants, the ones who probably frequent restaurants 
'

and cafes with outdoor patios, fidy indeed prefer to stay indoors when at

home (see Caulfield,1.994). Although this trend may have more significance

in terms of class than ethnicity, since Irish working-class cottages lost their

porches to affluent gentrifiers, ethnic examples also exist. Street names, store

names and vernacular arts traditions are the most obvious ones. Less

valuable for historical study but valid in present contexts are languages

spoken in the street, merchandise--what it is and how it is displayed-and

tastes and aromas. But because all of these may only last a short while as

compared with buildings and streets, these indicators are not so reliable for

analyzing culture and cultural change.

Buildings, streets, and ethnic uses of space are the most important

feafures of the built environment that may distinguish a landscape as ethnic.

IvIore effort is involved in creatiog u distinct identity in a storefront facade

than wittr" say, changi.g u store narne or street narne. Immigrants and



ethnics catry with thern cuitural baggagewhich differerrtiates, arrrong otherthings, their uses of space and aesthetic pref.erences. l,irst and fbremost,
observabie indicators tet us that an ethnic identity has persisted and/or
adapted; that it has not assimilated. lhat cultural baggage not only marks partof the city as British' Indian or ltalian, for example, it also distinguishes ethnicspace from that created by builders developers. we think of the latter as themovers of modern urbanism, the ones, in theory, that prevent urban ethniclandscapes' To be sure, they may produce spaces that look ethnic but, after all,they only attempt to emulate vernacular kaditions within immigrant andethnic groups. And since they may be poor copies, it is the work of

immigrants and ethnics we are concerned with. Immigrants and ethnics
produce spaces that tell us about their everyday lives-the social basis of spacethat' as Lefebvre argues, even modern urbanism cannot compretely erase. Forexample, Del Guidice (r99J,59) writes about the pubric nature of Italian
domesticity in the early post-war years, stating that ,,A table under a pergola
[grape vines], a veranda to enjoy the air and watch for human traffic, and anoven to make pizza and bread are traditional outdoor possessions which arecherished all the more because their use is compressed into a few months ofclement weather. The Itarian dreams of the sun.,, After suburbanizing,

writes Del Guidice (pp. 71), Itatians' use of space has changed: ,,Italians 
simprytend to be more private than they once were in their more compact ethnic

[irurer city] neighbourhoods -" rnrarge part, Der Guidice,s observations weremade first-hand, by looking. I have done the same for st. erair: for exampre,relating to the public nature of Italian culture, the Italian cafe window (Figure
5) allows patrons to obtain coffee and ice cream out in the street without
having to go indoors, thus allowing for friendly pubric encounter. Both theseexample speak to the public nafure of MeditelTanean culfure, an ,opening 

up,

6i



Figure 5: I.a Paloma Cafe at St. Clair and Lansclowne.
At flre centre of the ground floor, a tin.rr r,l,inclo', barelv enough
for h'o arms, allo*'s for ice cream and coffee to be exchanged "
*'ith sider,valk patro.s. This t1.pe of *,indo*, l\.as non-existe't
on st. Clair before Italians camsto occupv the area, and probablv
the rest of Toronto too. Note also trre use of stucco a'cl mosaic
tile beneath the central r,r,indor.v.
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of space that ltaiians have brought to'I'oronto's domestic anci commercial

fronts. Iacovetta (1,992) discusses Italian immigrant religious feasts as parades

of devout eatholicism. What was an ann'ual celebration of a town's patron

saint in Italy was imported and aggrandrzed in Toronto as Italians of diverse

regions collectively celebrated their religion out in the streets. However, as

Iacovetta (pp.1a1) notes, this was perceived among Canadians to be 'offensive'

and'showy and "fed popular Protestant stereotypes of Roman eatholics as

idolaters." For ltalians, it was an annual public celebratiory either in the

small town square or in Toronto's streets. So, as these examples of domestic

and commercial space illustrate, vernacular architecture growing out of

immigrant and ethnic identity is the best indicator of urban ethnic landscapes.

Vernacular architecture has traditionally been defined as old rural

domestic and agricultural buildings from pre-industrial time, or the

geographically determined (climate, topography) construction of such

buildings for a particular use. Academic study \^ras accordingly defined. This

has recently given way to all-encompassing perspectives of buildings as

'artifacts' created by 'ordinary people' that reveal something about their

culture (Fitch, 1990; Wells, 1986) and more broadly as products of 'non-

academic builders' creating their own 'landscapes' (Rapoport,1990; Upton'

198'1.; Wells, 1986). Usually they are unexceptional buildings, paling in

comparison to the grandiose size, style and cost of high-style architecture.

The contrast between owner-built houses and sleek skyscrapers illustrates this

point. Still, vernacular building traditions, those growing out of pre-

migratory culture or way of life, are concrete evidence for the historical

geographer of ethnic landscapes steeped in functional and aesthetic PurPose.

"\Arhiie many vernacuiar strucfures are not exceptional as architecture, their



age/ scare and neighbourhood mearung may make them vitai reminders of
the ethnic past (Hay den, 799I, 75).

In the architecturar literature, we find many of the same arguments
made by humanists about the dynamic and reciprocal relationship between
people and the place (King, 1992;Tiesde[ and og rgg3). Buirdings are
constructed and given meaning in social contexts and help to define a sense
of place (Relph, 7976; Van de Veru 1993). The ,mythical, 

element of
'architectural discourse', it is argued, is that for:nr, function and space is
created by peopie and then acts back on them (Appreton, 1993;Lennard and
Lennard, 7993; Markus, 1'ggg). Both environmental interaction, and also
landscape construction and modificatior; are present on st. elair but our
concern is mostly with the latter. Like ethnic landscapes generally, urban
vernacular traditions, according to Fitch (l,gg,)and Rapoport (1990), are not
regarded as valid architecture by those in the high style camp and are set apart
from fugh style and popular architecture. The division is arbitrary. It is
usuaiiy based on the end product--arciritecture as a product, or on the means--
technical knowiedge and materials used. what vernacurar, fugh style and
popular fuad.itions have in common, however, is architecture as a building
process in transforming space (Hubka 7gg6;Nuttgens, Lgg3). Here the berief is
that architecfure is defined by what it does and not by who does it or what is
produced' surely these are important and indeed allow us to differentiate
between streams of practice. To define architecfure as transformative,
however, is more appropriate for two reason; traditions influence one
another and differences are based on theoreticar exemplars despite wide
variations within traditions (Hubka, r9g6;Rapoport, rgg0). Thus, the
boundaries between high and vernacurar style, for example are blurred in
reality, making definitions less workable.
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Figure 6: The St. Cllair StreeLscape in 1923.
shops emulate tl're combined rromes ancl rt,orkl-rraces of
European artisans as far back Roman antiquitli The overalr
effect in the streetscape is uniformih. in *"it" "*.,a 

rooflines as \\re
see early on in St. Cllair,s erorvth.



vertically segregated from their workplace with living accommodations built
directly above their place of work--all in one building (Figure 6). This became
a high architectural style before being imported to colonial America, used for
main street retailing (Longstrettr, 19g6) and, as I argue, returning to a
vernacular tradition at the hands of Italian merchants. The historical
development of the visual character of st. elair is more than just crass and
immoral consumerism but urban growth, immigration, settrement and
ethnic relations.

vernacular traditions, different uses of space and spatial patterns thus
constitute urban ethnic landscapes. Taken with an understanding of how
these landscapes come to be, that is, the actors behind their creation, we have
a host of factors to consider in urban ethnic randscape sfudy. In the first
section' I laid out the pertinent questions we need to ask about landscapes and
in reviewing their suppression, genesis and composition in this section, I
have sought to provide some answers. The most coherent framework for the
analysis of these different considerations is Dolores Hayden,s (1,gg1,)concept of
territorial history. She defines territorial history as

the history of a bounded space, with some enforcement of theboundary, ysed.as a way o? a"rirrirrg p;lit-i""I ,"a 
""orro*i" flwer. It isthe poritical and tempoial compte.ierrt oi u ."gnitive map; it is anaccount of both inclusion and exclusion....Thaiethnic t"#to.iut historywill"'help to locate potential landmarkr *,ui uru sites of politicalstruggle--a church whose congregation red the civil rights movementor a cmsading newsplngr like the-Los Angeles Eagle, #r.,"r" 

"aitor 
tookup fair housing,, (pp. tb)

Borrowing from Robert Sack's (1986, rg-20) discussion of human territoriality
defined as "human spatial skategy to affect, influence and control resources
and people by controrling area" (pp. 19-20), Hayden broadens its scope. For
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sack, territoriality implies confrontation. ltecent interpretations of
vernacular architecture do make the argument for built space as embodiment
of power struggles (Fitctu 1990; wells, 1gs6). In fact, the correlation with
recent social theory is strong, suggesting that vernacular architecture can
serve as a medium for the exploration of race and ethnic relations.
Emphasizing the space-as-contested-ground perspective, mainly due to his
reading of Foucault, cole Harris (1,gg1, 67g) wites this about recent social
theory;

Social power is no longer conceived apart from its geographical context.such power requires space, its exercisu ,r,up-", space, and space shapessocial power. The one cannot be conceptuatizeb apart rroil ir," other;they exist in ongoing reciprocal interaciion.

But Hayden's ethnic territorial history is broader, referring to both the
defensive and redemptive role of space, including vernacular architecture
(Appleton, 1993;Tiesdell and oc,1.993). This balance is important to recognize,
not only for immigration history but also for iandscape studies. As we see in
chapter 6, internal ethnic histories of even the most disliked minorities
indicate a strong self-definition which, in creating the landscape, likely
produces a positive interpretation of segregated urban spaces. Kay Anderson,s
sfudy of Vancouver's ehinatown, although exemplary for providing an
external, post-colonial analysis of the state's role in defining Chineseness and
Chinatowr; does little in the way of exposing what chinese canadians
thought of their home space. The social geographical literatures does provide
a more balanced view of ethnic relations and social space. The same is true
for ethnic vernacular building which may represent boundaries or ,furf, and
also affirm an internal identity (Appreton, r993;Tiesden and oc, 1993). The
ethnic basis of design may only be appreciated from u.ithin the group itself, by
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those 'in the circle' of understanding (Grassie, r972;Tayror, 1,972). st1r, since
ethnic landscapes have been undersfudied, the role of space and ethnicity
theory have not been utilized. Referring to assimilation and pluralism,
Noble, (1992,400) writes; "None of these theories, which address primarily
the results of assimilation or acculfuration, takes sufficient account of the
process involved, especially the operation of important geographical factors,
which are often overlooked or deemphasized...,, In territorial history, we
have a concept which approaches urban space for both is positive and
negative roles for immigrants and ethnics. The concept has much in
corunon with Kobayashi's (1999) prescription for the study of ethnic
landscapes using social theory and historical understanding. ,,For human
beings share not only systems of production, values, ideas and political
apparatuses, they share ground, as corunon ground, upon $,hich their
coming together and moving apart and the conditions under which they do
so, constitute the history of common life,, (Kobayashi, 1gg3,209). This chapter
has addresses this issue and I attempt to bridge this gap further in the analysis
of St. elair in chapter five.

In summary, a number of approaches exist for the sfudy of urban ethnic
landscapes' Theorists of mass culture speak of consumerism and uniformity,
yet there are obvious exceptions, such as the landscapes created by specific
ethnic SrouPs' we need to know more about these landscapes, so as to better
inform our theories of landscape and ethnicity. urban ethnic landscapes are
not simply the effluvia of high consumerism, visual fakery concealing a real
landscape or obliterated by modern urbanism. From landscape of collective
memory to vernacular buildings and ethnic uses of space, the urban milieu is
replete with ethnic agency in space. st. ctair is one example. Before looking
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70more closely at my research on the st. clair strip, we turn next to the
methodologies used in this study.



77
Chapter 4: Research Methods

We have seen how ethnicity is a process of adaptation that grows out of
internal and external group relations. As we saw in the last chapter, a host of
other factors influence the development of urban ethnic landscapes,

including volume of immigration, segregation, economic prosperity and the

physical environment itself--whether newly built or existing. The following
questions outline my specific concerns about the St. elair streetscape around
Dufferin in Toronto: was the number of ltalians around st. Clair large

enough to facilitate the creation of a distinctly ethnic space along the strip?

who exactly was involved in renova[on activity? what changes did they
make? how has the look of St. elair changed over time? what was the ethnic
composition of St. Clair shops throughout the period in terms of ownership
and occupancy? what do the actors themselves have to say about their own
renovations, the changing character-visually and socially and ethnic relations
generally? and finally, what do changes in the st. C1air streetscape mean to
the actors involved? In this chapter, I discuss my rationale for using the

national census, provincial property Assessment records, historical
photographs and oral history interviews, as well as my experiential

knowledge of st. Clair and roronto, to address the above questions.

To a large extent, it was the pattern of Italian settlement in Toronto
that determined which segment of the urban randscape I wouid study. The
census provides a useful summary of the changing social composition

around St. Clair. For the census tracts immediately adjacent to the enclave,

their residential composition was primarily British and fewish in the 1950s.

However, by 1961, the same census tracts had become over one half ltalian.
This proportion is high considering Toronto already had a pre-War Italian



reception area south of st. clair centred around Grace and College streets. In
fact' many Italians settling in the st. clair area continued to shop on College
until their neighbourhood obtained the critical mass necessary for its own
complement of shops and services--this happened in the earry L960s.
Nonetheless, after only ten years of immigration into Canada, the most
populous Italian settlement area had been established around st. Clair and
Dufferin and infilling wourd continue; by l97l,adjacent census tracts were
three quarters Italian and remained over hatf Italian in the 1gg0s despite
residential migration northward. starting in the 1960s,then, Italians
numerically dominated this segment of the city and it remains today the
historic and symbolic centre of their community. Based on ethnic origin data
(except fot 7971when mother tongue was used in the census), Italians have
never constituted less than half the residential component of
neighbourhoods surrounding st. Crair. yet their representation in
Metropolitan Toronto in 1961 and the Toronto cMA in censuses thereafter
was far less, always around ten percent through the 19g0s. In the 1990s, st.
clafu has come to be shared by Italians (although not always amicabry as we
see in the chapter 5) with black Caribbean, porfuguese and South American
residents' By 1991, the Italian presence in st. Clair,s neighbourhoods had
fallen to one tllird and their predecessors, British and |ewish Canadians, were
respectively reduced to one fifth and nearly none.

These numbers indicate the rapid and comprete shift that occurred in
Toronto's post-war Italian reception area. The nearby Earrscourt
neighbourhood, known popurarly as 'Littre Britain, in the pre_war period
because of its many working-class British immigrants, had been taken over by
the rapidly growing Itarian community. The gathering of so many
immigrants of one origin around a single retail strip encouraged the
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development of reta'establishments to serve their needs. Even if they did 
73

not live immediately around st. clair, Italians still shopped there for goods
unavailable anywhere else in the urban negion. Having established both
from the census and from the social geography literafure that st. Clair would
make an excellent historical case sfudy of Itarians in Toronto,6 I then needed
to consult a data source for information on Italian retailers that came (and
often went) throughout the study period. The census was uninformative and
so I turned to information in ontario's Property Assessment Records for the
City of Toronto.

The Provincial Assessment Records

The assessment records are data colrected by the provincial
goverrunent for tax purposes. They are collected at the local scale and kept
locally by small l'urisdictions like the City of Toronto. I consulted the
assessment records for the entire post-war period in ten year intervals
begiruring in 195i through 1991--five data sets in totai. I used the assessment
records to obtain information on the (approximately) 250 street-level retail
addresses contained in the study area, the rerevant information being
occuPancy, tenure, ethnicity and business activity. This was done in ten year
intervals to insure comparability with the census, especiarly so I courd
compare ethnic changeover in business with the surrounding residential
area' Also, the assessments were used to obtain information on individual
proprietors and shopkeepers for prospecffive interviews. obtaining their

bI should note here that my experience of st. Clair also informed my decision to study its
i:t:lt"T:t^q:"9'.1plv as. a tong-d*" ,JJ".,t of Toronto, r rir,J i, visualy interestinglandscape to experience first-hancl. An experiential componer,i-*u, as important as the socialgeography literature in my decision to stuiy rts cnangid 

"'rr".1""r.



names and addresses alrowed me to cietermine if they had renovated__a
further fiitering criterion I discuss in the next section.

ln terms of occupancy and tenure of st. Clair addresses, the assessment
recorcis were accurate anci compiete. lf the owner of a property did not occupy
the building, his principal address was listeci in the file next to iris st. ctaf
property address.T Otherwisg his st. clafu address was arso the principai
address' If he was also the shopkeeper, then he would be listed as the o\.trner
and tenant. Tenancy for shopkeepers was risted as such (see Tabres 2 and 3).

Determining ethnicity from this information source, however, u,as not
as straightforward' Etlmicity was determined by inferring origrn from the
occupants'/owners' surname. Although this can present a probrem with
accuracy (see Hiebett,199l), it is usually easy to differentiate between British
and ltalian surnames--as with Murray and coveto for example. Those with
British or Italian n€unes were thus categ onzedaccordingly, as were the equally
distinctive names of portuguese shopkeepers in rater years. I encountered
more difficulty in determi.i.g whether some shopkeepers with east
European surnames were ]ewish or catholic. Although an exact percentage is
not available, for the 1951 and 1961 assessments, assessors were to ask for
religious affiliation. In some cases, respondents reveared their religion
making the task easy (assuming provincial assessors were unbiased).
However' ]ewish affiliation was seldomly indicated. Merchants with obvious
jewish surnames rike silverstein and weisman were not categorized as
]ewish. where I suspected, for example, that a 1961 store owner was east
European and Jewish, I used a dictiona ry ofnames to determine ethno_
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7 It was almost invariably'his' since proprietors, as in past census household data, were maleiliJ:H rT"1".T::::: 
the business ai'fi." ,r'" ot..,io,rr'i.,..oi""*"", of other family members,



religious origin.s For example, Bobrowski, Meinke and zwirek courd have
been east -Huropean catholic but they turned out to be Jewish. conversely,
some names I suspected of being Jewish furned out to be British, as for
Gataway' Lumiss and Pollock. The dictionary helped in most cases although
this method obviousry misses those people who changed their names and
lied about their affiriation, probably to avoid scorn. For those peopre with
names that were not identified as beronging to one of the above groups, such
as LaCompte and wang, they were srotted in the ,other, category. The ,other,

category remained smarl in comparison to the dominant ethnic group of the
time, whether British in 1951 or Italian in 1971.

The final category was ,not applicable/available,. This applied to those
addresses in the assessment that listed no owner or occupant name but either
an ontario business registration number or just another municipal address.
Here the st. Clair address was slotted in ,n/a,category. 

In the end, the
proportion of 'n/a'cases was sometimes Hsh, reaching armost one third of
all addresses in some years. None the ress, there always remained enough
addresses in every year with ethnically identifiable names as to make the
analysis of ethnicity meaningful. For example, Tabre 2 (pp.7z) shows that
half of all the owners in 1,991, were in the ,other, 

and ,n/a, 
categories. st'r, I

was able to identify 40% of all st. clair occupants as ltalian_origin.
For my purposes, though, the combined number of other ethnic groups

and unresolved addresses did not obscure the overall picture of ethnic
succession. since the pattern of succession obtained in the property
Assessment Records are consistent with census information on residential

/5

SHiebert (1991) used the same dictionov fo,. his.study of pre-war t{innipeg. I found ADictionary of luoish Nqmes and rheir-'Hitr-ory ays"n iJ.,x"g".""jf ausefulstartingpointandcomplemented it with the_ more recent esgzl :"i71;!""s^i'*,?r, Family Names n,r-d Thri,Origins: An Etymological Dictionorrr,iyihrH. and E. Guggenheimer.



turnover in surrounding neighbourhoods, the Assessments appear to be 
76

quite accurate' this made comparison with surrounding residential furnover
possible' Also, the sample of conJirmed names was still large enough so that I
could identify proprietors and shopkeepers for prospective interviews.

Contacting Informants for Oral Histories

since I was concerned with the changing character and meaning of st.
Clair through Italian occupancy and renovations, I deemed it important to
speak with merchants and proprietors involved in renovating their shops.
The objective was to understand rvhat st. clair had meant to these people and
especially the role of renovations in producing u potential urban ethnic
landscape' The first step was to sample prospective informants. The second
step was to interview those sampled. I chose open-ended interviews
questionnaire surveys because it a]lows for a freer flow of ideas between
researcher and informant. It was more appropriate to speak with in1ormants
about my topic, centreing the discussion around three themes (with specific
questions): opinions on the st. Ciair neighbourhood and community
throughout the post-war; its changing visual character; what the future might
hold for st. clair as an Italian area, socially and architecfurally.

Initially, I intended to use permit apprication records from the City of
Toronto Buildings Department to determine which st. clair addresses had
been renovated. permit apprications are documents indica[ng those
municipal addresses for which renovation permits had been sought--a legar
requirement. After I had narro*,ed the search for permits to facade
renovations (those affecting the visual character of the streetscape, udike
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interior renovations), however, Buildings Department only produced 51

permit application files. Most records were for the 1970sand 19g0s. Given the
high (ethnic) turnover in occupanry and ownership (Tabres 2 and 3), I
expected that more than just twenty percent of all properties had applied for
permits throughout the forty year period--especialy since my assessment

figures only provide a skeletal outline of succession. Moreover, the fust 25
years of the post-war period was vastly underrepresented in the records. The
latter fact, one might argue, might be explained by the rapid changeover in
ethnic composition of the area--succession only captured in skeletal outline
by my ten year sampling of property assessments. The new group might have
prioritized business survival over cosmetic storefront modifications. This
leaves two possible explanations for the lack of complete records: First, store
owners and shopkeepers did not apply to renovate. For Italian immigrants
with limited English-language skills and a do-it-yourself work ethic, this is a
distinct possibility, especially for earrier years. second, the Ciry,s records are
not easily accessible. I was not allowed to search for permits on my o\4,n.

Rather, city employees conducted permit searches on my behalf. IVIy request
for a city employee search of so many property records, over one hundred in
total (one address normally takes two to three days), exposed a cumbersome
bureaucratic search Process, one split between computer generated searches
for post-1970 permit records but manual searches off-site for most pre-r970
material (another reason why the first 25 years of the post_war was
underrepresented). Put simply, renovations permits were inaccessible
because, as I suspect, the search would have produced more permits had I
been allowed to do it myself.

To this point, I had not yet established a reliable method of identifying
those Italian shopkeepers who had renovated. I was certain that more
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renovations had occurred because of my personai knowledge of the
streetscape' st' ciair today is a varied district, one containing buiidings that
are original in form with rotting wood-framed pane windows and chipped
red brick 1970s-style stucco facades, and ambitious column-clad boutiques
belonging to a more posh leisure district than the st. clair immigrant
reception area. so just as my experience of St. clair led me to choose it as a
landscape study of Toronto ltalia, that same experience informed -y
suspicion of permit apprications as an inJormation source. I needed an
alternative method for identifying informants.

In my original work plan, I was to complement the permit application
material with documentary photographs. In this way, rcould determine
more accurately which storefronts had been significantly changed, thus
making m5r discussions with proprietors and shopkeepers more in1ormative.
Photographs were also to be used in the interview process so I could refer to
specific elements in the renovations, say fenestration or tiling, and ask
informants to speak to that visual aid. This, however, also proved difficurt
given the logistics of my search for documentary photos. I consulted several
archival sources including the city of roronto, york university, the National
Archives and the local library at st. clair and Dufferin. I rvas also a guest on
CHIN Radio's Monday evening broadcast in aufumn 1996 speaking about my
research on the Italian community. I used this as an opportunity to ask the
Italian community of the Toronto region for the use of any photos of St. clair
Avenue or portraits taken on the skeet. Like the archival search for photos,
this proved to be of no use.

In the end, my primary source of documentary photographs was to be
the Multipte Listing service records of the Toronto Real Estate Board. ,rhe

listings contain visual and written descriptions of properties for sale in the
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8',2Toronto region according to a standardized format (Figure 7). Their paper

volumes provide excellent coverage of St. Clair properties for the 15 years

starting in 1960. I encountered some problems in using them. St. Clair was

often scattered throughout the volumes, sometimes interspersed with
Scarborough properties but most often in the west end of the city. Also, St.

Clair properties were variously found within residential, commercial,

industrial and out-of-town sections of the listings. The microfilmed records
were better organized and much more useful since they covered the period
1950 through 1970. The microfilmed records of St. Clair contained all the

information of the paper volumes. It was autumn 1996 when I finally
reviewed the microfilms. Initiaiiy, I was informed early on that the

microfilm records of the MLS were only a sample of the paper volumes

which could not longer be kept. Accordingly, I decided not to rely on them.

When I decided I should review them anyway, the interviews were already
begun. They provided the majority of my collection of storefront photos--
over 400 in total.9 Added to these is a sprinkling of photos from the store

owners I interviewed. I used these photos mostly after the intervieruing was
completed in autumn 1996.

In describing the various difficulties I encountered in establishing a

rationale for contacting informants, I have also described two of my intended
information sources. Although the permit application records were of no
use, the MLS photos have proven to be excellent for identifying changes in
storefront design preferences among Italian store owner€ and shopkeepers. ln

9I ** also told that, 
-11-its 

early years, TREB included-all properties sold in its MLS listings.As time passed, the MLS began to focus mostly,on reside#al properties rvhich explains rvhyshops lining main strects like st. clair appeai less in the listiirgs in the late t9zoi. Myocqrpancy and ownership data show thaf the 1970s experiencedhigh turnover but listings donot appear' It is not clear whether this was.a decis.iot on the parr"of the MLS oiin" porriulitythat private transactions became prevalent, thus eliminatinglfi" vrr.s as a medium ofadvertisement.



the end' my sampling of informants relied first on the property assessment 
83

data described in the first section. At first, it was the onry source I had, and
fortunately it was reliable. From the assessment informatiory I ordered st.
Clair addresses into different categories based on ownership and occupancy.
Each property was categorized once, the relevant categories indicating Italian
ownership and/or occupancy at some point from 1951 through 1991.10 I then
chose to approach the owner or occupant of stores in each category until
enough interviews had been completed.

After using the property assessment data to categorize st. crair
addresses, how exactly did I choose this shop and not that one? My first
procedure was to approach those shops where the owners,/occupants,names
aPpear several times in the property assessment data. A number of such cases
existed and since these peopre tended to be early arrivals to the area__

sometimes as earry as by lgsr, becoming successful and acquiring many
properties--I thought it appropriate to talk to them about their properties and
the area in general. so, with my rist in hand on st. Crair Ave., I approached
these shops, peering up at them to ensure they had had significant
renovations. Three interviews were obtained this way, all the merchants
having moved into their st. Clair properties in the mid-1950s. After having
quickly depleted this strategy, I then used the existing landscape as a
guideline, approaching ProsPective interviewees from the different categories
noted' I carried my list on each of my excursions to the St. Clak district,

lothe categories include Italian presence from each of 1951-19gi through to 799lincluding andItalian presence in 1991 
.alone. 

t't i, pr"r".,ts an apparent sampling problem because theproperty assessment data was recorded in ten yeiiintervals u"a ii iik"ly to 
^i", "*""rship ancloccupancy changes in the interstitiar periodr. i urroiJ"l ,n* prJur"- ;;;;;"rt";;;;'interviews only those addresses where the names of o""rrpurrtJurro o*r,"r, remained constant forlonger periods' This is why I chose these categories as ielevant,. The less r"t"rru.i 

"ut"gori",indude addresses never owned/ occupied by anltahan or those owned/ occupied early on by anItalian but then changing hands, ,uy in 198i, to someone of different descent.
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picking out those properties which had been renovated. This informal

gathering method, essentially a'criss-crossing' of the St. Clair strip until an

address on my list appeared to be significantly modified, is subjective. Since I

hadn't yet secured many photos of the strip's original appearance, it involved

an intuitive knowledge of the appearance element of contrasting older versus

newer facades; original versus ltalian ones. It was also eliminated the

treatment of the strip as an experiment wherein my interpretation relied

solely on those sampled according to formal techniques conducted at my

work desk and not an encounter with the real landscape (Clay,1987;

Kobayashi, 1989). Most important, this sort of approach puts one 'in the

circle' of meanings contained within the context of the streetscape, a circle of

meaning necessary for a realistic interpretation of any field of reference,

including St. Clair (Tayior, 1971). In this way, alandscape interpretation of

Toronto Italia is understood from an inside point of view, as a participant in

the street and not the detached scientiJic observer working with sampling

techniques at a work station.

In the end, I obtained fifteen interviews from people throughout the

entire district and for the entire period. Each decade is represented in my

interviews with merchants arriving on the scene, the 1970s being best

represented.

The Oral History Interviews

I interviewed St. Clair proprietors and merchants so that my

interpretation and representation of the evolving look of the district is not

detached from that of the ethnic agents involved. Their accounts of social



and architectural change in the area have proven important for my
interpretation. In historical researcfu interviews are a luxury. I took
advantage of this luxury and it proved to be an invaluable resource.

The number of completed interviews grew by accretion alongside
successful and unsuccessful contact with different shopkeepers. since I had
neither a list of renovators from permit applications nor documentary
photos, I was left onry to use my property assessment in_formation on
addresses in different tenure categories. so as I went through the lisf address
by address on the street, identified those that had undergone renovation
wo& I slowly accumulated completed interviews. It was not a matter of
working through a list of renovations through time and then contacting
people connected with those addresses for interviews. Rather, the interviews
were obtained as I worked through my property assessment records and ihe
renovated landscape as it existed in autumn 1996. rMy selection of prospective
oral history participants, then, was a matter of consurting the present
landscape and working back through time to record and interpret
modifications made to theirs and other buitdings of the st. clair district.

As I expected, the respondents themselves rvere helpful. Th"y were
intrigued that someone was actually interested in their renovations,
especially those done in the early years. Approaching them was made easier
by john DiMatteo, the current chairperson representing the Corso Italia
business improvement area, who all0wed me to use his name in introducing
mysel{' This helped most put most people at ease and made for a more free
flowing conversational introduction unlike the rigid one I had rehearsed. As
we see belo* my facility of the Italian language r,r,as equal'y useful in this
respect.

85
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Once inside a shop, I would identifz myself and provicie the

shopkeeper with a written description of my work. I followed this with
questions regarding the owner and/or occupant, specifically whether slhe
would be interested in participating in an oral history interview regarding

their shop and St. Ctair history.lt In some cases,I had to contact absentee

owners because they were responsible for the renovation work. These never

worked out because they furned out to be uninterested, and in a few cases ill
or deceased. Even though I was unsuccessful in contacting absentee

landlords, I do not believe this introduced a bias in my results. Apart from
being unavailable, there was nothing different about them: they were slotted

in the same property assessment categories used for all addresses and none of
their renovations were very different from those interviewed. Overall face

to face contact proved to be the most effective way of encouraging

participation. Often, the first person I made contact with in the store was the

owner or tenanf hardly ever hired help. The interview usually took place in
the store. In one case it occurred in the aparbrrent above the shop where the

owner-occupier, Mary Deleo, has lived for forty years. with scheduling

delays beyond my conkof I completed fifteen interviews during the months

of October and November 1996. Most interviews were with meru three with
women and two with husband-wife partners.

At first, in each interview,I asked basic questions relating to the

respondenfs background, renovation work, and opinions about St. Clair past,

present and fufure (see the Appendix). Over the course of each interview,
however, I became less formaf ress guided by specific questions than by

recurring themes. T'his made for a more hectic note-taking experience but for
richer unintermpted expression. I could only hope to capture it in its entrety

l lThrcc intcrvic',vs l';crc conducted, some in both English and Italian.



then and there' My increasing experience in conciucting the interviews
meant I did not have to cut off informants when they ,got off topic,, hoping
they would return to their relevant point when the corresponding question
would surface some time later on. Equally important was my increasing
awareness of recurring themes made explicit not by my direct questioning but
by informants' I have already alluded to these themes in the introduction as
the vernacular basis of renovation wor! the functionalist view of
renovations, and ethnic bigotry. I will explain them more fufly in chapter 5.

Using Documentary photographs

To this point, my research had taken me through reams of property
assessment information and a series bf fifteen oral history interviews. I then
returned to the photos to document St. Ciair's growth and change within the
context of Toronto's morphogenesis and ethnic composition. The photos
were useful in determining what sorts of building were created in the city at
certain points in time. I complemented this with use of insurance atlas maps
which indicated the stage of streetfront construction along st. clair. More
important, I used the photos to highlight architectural features and the role of
the landscape in facilitating immigrant adjustment. In other words, I used
the photographs to describe the original form and evolution of St. Clair up to
the present- Next, I interpreted the meaning of these renovations,
individually and collectively, within the context of merchants, own accounts.
Flere, I used the interviews in combination with storefront samples in a
'before and after' manner to illustrate changes made to the area and what
these changes have meant to interviewees. Finally, I developed visually my
own interpretation of ethnic relations and identity formation in Canada. The
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88interviewees addressed this issue. lnformants had much to say about their
experience in Canada, and how that history can or cannot be gleaned from
their St. Clair landscape. I complemented the oral history inJormation with
what others have said about ethnicity using landscapes and also by relating to
canadian immigrant history, incruding that of Italians, to provide mv own
interpretation on the matter.

The St. Clair landscape has changed dramatically at the hands of Toronto,s

third largest ethnic group. Italians have had the most significant impact on
Toronto's landscape, if not through their dominance in a vertically integrated
construction inciustry, then by the vernacular architects within their
community' From the time post-war immigrants entered Toronto, the look
of the city has been in the hands of Italian immigrants. For st. Clair, the

changes are modest. The changes Italians could make within the con{ines of
city by-laws and building codes were subtle. None the less, changes were

made. I was able to track the'who' and'what' of those changes using property
assessment records and documentary photographs.

As for interpretation, as we see in the next chapter, these sources are

complemented by my 'insideness' in Toronto,s Italian community. As an

insider, I had some advantages. we have arready seen this in my case in the
selection of st. Ctair as a study area and in knowing that roronto permit
records were unhelpfur in focusing my search for informants and stores.

More important, as an insider, I had the obvious advantage of offering to
speak Italian with some informants r,r,ho conveyed valuabie inJormation

which they would not have been to do in English. Because of this, and
because I am an insider with whom inJormants could identi4r, I gained the
their trust. As a result, I could obtain information from them about



6t
renovations/ the St. Clair landscape and Canadian immigration that might

not have been accessible in English. In the next chapter, I discuss my results

on the changing St. Clair landscape



Chapter 5: St. Clair's Identity Throughout the Twentieth Centurv 
90

In the first two decades of this century, st. clair in the vicinity of
Dufferin grew with Toronto. The strip's form and style resulted from
planning constraint, specifically limitations on lot and buitding sizes, and
popular style. I argue that St. Clair entered the second half of this century
with a uniformity in style that was distinctively British in character. With
this background, the rapid influx of Italians beginning in the 1950s brought a

wave of change. St. Clair became a streetscape with obvious Italian styles and,
less obviously, Italian uses of space, all of this layered over its original
features' Italian proprietors and merchants brought so much change to the
area that St. Clair now looks quite different from the way it did in the 1920s.

what was once exclusively British in style and form has become equally
British and Italian today.

In the final section of this chapter, I provide an overview of the main
themes that came out of my oral history intervien s. what I found is that
three interrelated themes were connected to renovations and opinions about
the streetscape: the preference of Italian style among informants, the need to
maintain andlor upgrade shops in disrepair and the view that Italian styles
are necessarily better than others'. The view among my informants that
Italian styles are functionally and stylistically better than antecedent and
subsequent forms and styles speaks to the broader issue of ethnic antagonism
because alternative styles, I found io -y interviews, were associated with
other ethnic groups. what I argue belorv is that an Italian community
vernacular tradition has produced much of the change in St. Clair streetscape.

The landscape is constantly changing but its evolution is grounded in ethnic
pride, agency and antagonism. To be sure, many informants did say that thev



9l
renovated because of self-promotion, thus speaking to the issue of

commodffication. In a commercial district, this is to be expected. But I argue

that ethnic relations have been at least equally as important as commercial

self-promotion in producing the post-war streetscape around St. Clair and

Dufferin. In this way,I conclude that St. Clair is an urban ethnic landscape

that has reflected the identity and change of its various occupants, and

relations between them as shown in the interviews, throughout the

twentieth cenfury.

Toronto: Background

Over the course of the twentieth cenfury Toronto's ethnic composition

has changed drastically. As we have seen earlier with respect to Italians,

changes have always stirred hostility, especially when groups have come

from places other than northern Europe. Immigrants have been drawn to

Toronto throughout this century because of the city's continued prosperify.

Immigrants came and the city grew. Lr the post-ww2 era, the trend

continued.

In terms of migration streams, ww2 is an important dividing line

(Table 4). Previously, the ethnic composition of the city had been mostly

British. The mid-nineteenth cenfury Irish famine immigration to Toronto

brought its own set of social tensions but, looking back, never really

challenged the ethnic make-up of the ciry. It_lgp_-lg!_q4t_tl_Ita-liar.r,..grrdJewish

*{tTath-4l:eerqslthisee:ut.qull$t-| 
':-Tlq1{_il'__r_gstt€eor

h:ue cultural dive5sity. Up to 191O not many Italians had settled in Toronto.\-=--_/.-./-"-"'
The nafure of their immigration was such that Toronto was only a dormitory

for temporary stop-overs between seasons of hinterland employment.
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93Labouring sojourners carne to Canada to earn a nest-egg in hopes of
perrnanently returning to Italy. sojourners were always men. Thus, through
the 1900s, Italians had little impact on thecity's ethnic character. Despite a
more numerous Jewish group (Kalbactu '1,990,6), it seems the make_up of late
Victorian Toronto persisted well into the twentieth century. By 1901, onry
two percent of the city's population was ltalian or jewish--and most were the
latter' These two groups also were the city's largest non-British ethnic groups.
Meanwhile, well over ninety percent of the 

"ity', population originated in
Britain.

It was around 1910 that female-male ratios started to balance Italian
migration to Toronto, reflecting immigrants' intentions of settling in Canada.
Bringing their children with them, young Italian couples came to Toronto to
stay.. Thuy settled mostly in st.-]_oJq's, rygrd, also the major nucleus of Jewish
residence (Hiebert, 1993; Zucchi,lggg). By 1910, for Italians and Jews, the
impact of immigration was becoming more apparent. Highly segregated

settlement in st. John's ward set Italians and ]ews physically apart from the
rest of Toronto (see Figure 1). More important, major cultural and social
differences from Anglo-Celtic Toronto insured that physical distance was
matched by social distance. Nonetheless, the number of Jews and Italians
continued to grow, reducing the proportion of British-origin residents in the
city to about three quarters by 1,941. Again, ]ews outnumbered Itarians u,ho
had by 1941 made uP over two percent of Toronto's population (Kalbach, 19g0,

6)' So even though the number of Italians steadily increased, there still
remained a British-origin majority throughout the first half of this centurv in
Toronto.

Just as the ethnic make-up of Toronto is marked by a mid_cenfury
division, so is the ciw's growth. still, the city did grow rapidty compared with



94other canadian cities up to 1,920. At the turn of the century, Toronto was
competing with Montreal for metropolitan dominance in the Canadian
economic system. Competition for corporate management, finance and
insurance activity began by the mid-1gg0s (Harris, 1996,23). the process
continued such that by the 1970s, Toronto had become the major
metropolitan centre of the canadian economy. Regarding the economic
impefus behind Toronto's growtlr, Harris (1996,23) writes: ,,It was its national
role that underlay Toronto's unusually rapid growth in the early decades of
the twentieth centur, and transformed a modest city into a major
metropolitan area.,,

st. clair, in the vicinity of DufferirL was the product of rapid growth
from 1901 to 1913. Healthy induslrial growth in the late nineteenth century
was followed by economic boom from rggg-1gr.4. owing to this ebonomic
boom, much of pre-war Toronto was built (Figure g). The city continued to
grow and infill up to 7921 after which, as Harris (1996) demonstrates with a
map for 1941, Toronto experienced less rapid expansion. Even the roaring
twenties did not add significantly to the 1921 picture and the Depression
surely brought construction, like most things, to a halt. The pall of the
Depression could hardly subside before ww2 became imminenf thus
confining Toronto's pre-I4trW2 spatial expansion to the first tn o decades of
the cenfury--when st. Clair was built up. An important aspect of roronto,s
growth for my story is the construction of the city's streetcar system (pursley,
1961'). As Figure 8 shows, a commuter rail line existed along st. Clair as of
19L4. The Toronto Railway Company, a private company, owned the rights to
run a transit system in the city for thirty years beginning in 1g91. They did
not build along st. clair. The TRC hoped to keep profitabitity high by
building only where density would ensure profits. since the fringe areas were
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less dense, the TRC averted calls for lines to the northwest and northeast.

Moreover, since Toronto only annexed suburban areas like West Toronto--

containing St. Clair--in1909, the courts upheld the TRC's contention that they

were only obligated to build rail lines within Toronto's 1891 boundaries. In

response to public demand for commuter skeetcar service and the TRC's

uffesponsiveness, the municipal government undertook to build its own

rail lines for suburban residents. For St. Clair, the line was cofirnenced in

1911 and opened for service in 19L3.

Opening at the end of a boom period, this streetcar line brought the

construction of commercial buildings to St. Clair. Using insurance atlases,

Harris (1996) argues that streetcars did not lead the way to suburban

residential development in Toronto. The atlases also show that most

commercial buildings along St. Clair did not appear until after the streetcar

line was installed. In fact, lots had been subdivided as early as L890 but,

despite prosperous economic growth after 1898, hardly anything was built.

Up to L9L2 the street was only spotted with buildings. Insurance atlases show

that only fi{ty-two buildings lined St. Clair by 1912. Many of these were

houses with sheds; only twenty-nine buildings look like the long and narrow

retail structures that would eventually dominate the streetscape. Public

Works photographs for St. Clair confirm that most structures were houses

and that only a few commercial structures existed (Figure 9). However, by

1915, just after the streetcar line opened, more than half of St. Clair was

occupied by streetfront buildings. St. Clair was infilled with more commercial

buildings up to 1923 leaving little room for more construction. Toronto's

insurance atlas for 1923 shows 235 streetfront buildings, the great majority

long and narrow in the form of mainstreet retail architecfure. With few

exceptions, there were no more houses and sheds. City of Toronto property



F-igure 9: Free-standing commercial builcling on St. Clair, 19ll.
Built before tl,e st. (lair boom, # l3'ltr \\'as orle of trre first
combined commercial-residential structures to dot the
streetscape. lt stood out amidst surrounding houses and olren
sPace.
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data maps fior 1994 show that St. Clair's form has not changed much since the

1920s. These recent maps show 238 streetfront buildings with only a few

changes on certain block faces. The overall picture is that St. Clair of the 1920s

persists in form right up to the present. Thus, with the construction of the

municipal streetcar line which opened in 1913, St. Clair was transformed

from a concession road as Pursley (1951) described it, to a commuter road

with a complement of retail activities to serve surrounding residents.

T\e spatial growth of Toronto and its ethnic make-up in the first fifty

y"1T_ of this*ce1tg1y happened mostly between 1900 and-1930. Although

these changes were formidable compared with most other cities, urban

growth and ethnic diversification during that period were modest in

comparison with the post-war scene. Toronto, like North American cities

generally, underwent a process of central-city renewal and suburban growth

that changed the city. I4rhereas the 1941 built-up area of Toronto hardly

extended beyond City of Toronto limits, the grorvth in the forty years after

1951 has been much more expansive as has the ethnic diversification of its

population. Common to many cities, suburban'sprawl' fueled by automobile

dependency and the continued drive for single-family suburban housing has

pushed Toronto's fringe to previously rural areas. As we sarv in Figure 2,by

1986, the sectoral movement of Italians had spread north of metropolitan city

limits. The difference with pre-War trends is clear. Italians made up ten

percent of the 1971 C}i/.A population-the largest of any ethnic minority. By

this time, the British-origin population had fallen to just over half of all

residents. Although Italian immigration slowed to a trickleby 1971, new

immigrants continued to define the ethnic character of Toronto. By 1991, less

than half of the city was of British-origin.



99In short, Toronto has experienced greater suburban growth and ethnic
diversification in the latter fifty years of the twentieth century. Italians have
played an important part in both these trends; they redefined the ethnic
character of the city in the twenty years after 1951 while also pushing city
boundaries further afield. A residual community of Italians still live in the
St' Clair enclave. The area is still thought of as Italian in the city despite
many new black Caribbean and portuguese residents. In the following
section, we look at the identity of St. Clair as embodied in its streetfront
buildings and how this has changed through time.

A Changing St. Clair Landscape

Civen St' Clair's context of grorvth and ethnic diversification, St. Clair
has taken on different meanings through time as indicated by its appearance.

I^Ihat was once Little Britain became Little rtaly; the historical geography of St.

Clair embodies Toronto's change generally and all the problems and
possibilities it entailed for those involved.

In the previous section, we sa\4, how the municipal streetcar service
spurred construction along St. Clah between Lansdowne and Oakwood. St.

Clails short period of construction in the early twentieth century has resulted
in a discernible pattern of form and styre. Longstreth (19g6,lgg7)provides an
excellent overview of American mainsrreet retail architecfure in the
nineteenth and twentieth cenfuries. Although a comparable canadian sfudy
does not exisf Longstreth's work can be applied to the Canadian city and to St.

Clair at the risk of suggesting a cornmon North American experience (see

Goldberg and Mercer,19g6). Given its time of construction, st. Clair was
mostly built with what Longstreth calls the 'two-part commercial block,.



Figure 10:

===--/

Original Two-Part Commercial Block Intac! 1996.
Although the second floor of the property on the teft is used
for commercial pu{poses, there still exists a visible division
between ground floor and second floor appearance and
intended use.



Usually two to four storeys, the two-part commercial block is characte izedru 
tot

a horizontal division between two distinct zones of building appearance and
use' The lower zone is intended for public use such as retailing whereas
private uses, usually residentia| occupy the upper floor(s) (Figure 10). Dating
this form as far back as Roman antiquity, Longstreth argues that the
American adaptation became prevalent from 1g00 through 1950. After
Independence, the American colony became more than a trading outpost.
Market squares and trading stations gave way to the need for urban retailing.
Predated by the commercial palace but preceding the post-war planned
shopping environmen! the two-part commercial block was the principal
structure of retail for 150 years in America--and probably Canada.

Throughout st. Crair, this form dominates and can be seen in the other
examples I have provided throughout my study (Figures 3-7).

Other forms do exist in the St. Clair streetscape. Also common is what
Longstreth terms the 'one-part commercial block,. As the name suggests, the
difference with its larger cousin described above is that only one visible and
functional storey exists; in fact, it is a derivative fragment of the two_part
building (Figure 11). Due to rapid growth, the victorian city required new
space for commercial activity. The one-part building represented a claim to
space while requiring little investnnent in constructioru especially important
if building supplies were limited or expensive. When it became feasible,
these strucfures were expanded upward. The ,enframed wall,, another form
of mainstreet architecfure, is like the one-part building except that the facade
appears like a frame encrosing an opening or a large window-glazed surface
(Figure 12). Usually one storey but not always, the enframed wall type was
intended explicitly for retailing whereas the one-part building was popular for
banks. other types do exist in the st. Clair streetscape but they are less
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Figure 12: The Enframed lVall, 1996.
The enframed r'r,all \\:as mere commerciallv-oriented than the
one-part block. As figure 5 shor.vs, this building would
errentuallv hat e a second floor, it too used for commercial
activity.



r04common. In fact, the area has always had a variety of building types. Even

today, while some degree of visual uniformity has been achieved in roof
lines, many institutional, residential and.religious buildings diversify the

skeetscape.

What was more homogeneous about St. Clair when it was originally
built was its style. A Georgian idiom was dominant. with reference to
Toronto, McHugh (1986,14-5) defines the Georgian style as ,,an Anglo-Dutch
simplification of Italian Renaissance and Baroque architecfure.,, It is
distinguished by a combination of features--the following pertaining to retail
architecture (Figure 13): plain or dentilled cornices, a corbel table beneath it,
sliding-sash windows with six, nine or twelve panes, straight or curved

window heads, protruding window sills and lintels--often of stone, decorative
quoins and a formal entrance bay or vestibule. Since it is an Anglo-Dutch
derivative, I should add that many original St. Clair buildings were crowned
with a Dutch arch (Figure 10). Some also were built with parlour floors-a
two or three step elevation of the main floor. The stylistic trend, IvlcHugh

says/ spanned the period 1800-1940 with only a twenty year lapse beginning in
about 1876.

The form and content of St. Clair was a product of compatible stylistic
choice and planning constraint which forced construction along the

streetfront to produce long and narrow skuctures. As Longstreth argues, the

most important feature for the sfudy of mainstreet architecture is facade.

Since American (and probably Canadian) subdivision created 25,by 10ff lots,

buildings could not vary much in their shape and interior organization.

Thus, compositional rype is, for Longstrettr, determined by intended use and
appearance. A comparison of mainstreet architecfure, especially the two-part
commercial block, and the Georgian style shows their compatibility. with



Figure 13: An origrnal Gecrgian structure at st. clah and DuJferin, 1911.
A humble two-part commercial block, many Georgian features
are present: dentilled cornice, curved window-heids, stone sills,
sliding sash windows, and vestibule. Built before the boom in
construction along St. Clair, the building stands alone.



centrar vestibules or side-han entranceways and box{ike symmetry, Georgianform was applicable to mainstreet buildings. I^lhat is most important aboutthe st' Clair buildings is their context of development. Both Longstreth andMcHugh point to the European origin of mainstreet and Georgian
architecture' Like others (Hugi'1 r9g6;Lewis, l.gg4),they make reference to
the importation of design preferences with the movement of people,
especia'y from Britain. o.ly within this sort of ethnic make_up could the
Georgian style become so pervasive-indeed for over a cenfury. Regarding thefirst phase of Georgian styre, McHugh (19g6,14) states that ,,this 

smar_scare
classicism was the young corony,s first rear architectural expression.,, st.
Clair's Georgian style represents the British composition of pre-war Toronto.

Photographic evidence shows that st. Clair's buildings remained in
original form rong after they were built (Figur e 1.4). prosperity in the 1g20s
brought little change because the buildings were still new. By the Depressiory
individuals had limited capital and it r+'as unrikely to be used on rerativery
new buildiirgs--even for cosmetic modifications. By the onset of ww2, little
time had passed and the pat of the Depression stitt ringered. st. crair
properties, most of them only about fifteen to twenty years old by this time,
were unlikely to see much renovation rvork. The structures encountered byItalian immigrants along the st. Clair strip were mostly original in form andstyle' Informants arriving on st. clair early in the post-war period stated that
the area appeared'old' and 'run down,. They said existing shopkeepers hadnot done their part in maintaining their properties. This is one reason whyinformants as a group believed they improved the area, both aestheticauy andstructurally, not to mention socia'y. rvhile discussing the condition and
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Figure 14: St. Clair and Dufferin, 1938.

Cornice rt,ork ancl fenestration is distinctl)t Georgian. Brr the

1930s, St. Clair n,as almost entirely built up $'ith commercial-

resiclential buildings n'hich remained the same until Italian
immigration in the 1950s and 1960s.
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look of St. Clair when he arrived in 1956, Antonio Ferrantone offered a

judgement of its style but also referred to its state of repair when he described

the streetscape as having 'un ambiente fredda e senza vlta' ; a cold and lifeless

feeI.lz Its state of disrepair, according to Mr. Ferrantone and others, confirm

that not much had changed in the thirty years since St. Clair was built.

l\fhat specifically was it that Italians did to St. Clair to alter the

landscape? It is important to say that St. Clair has been an Italian landscape

more in memory and sentiment than in acfual appearance. The discussion in

chapter two about the defense of the enclave by Italians in times of ethnic

rallies points to its historic and emotive attachment. This landscape of

collective memory is more pronounced than the observable streetscape. To

the eye, the strip is more heterogeneous in style today than in its Georgian

heyday. Infilling has made the streetline more uniform but these newer

strucfures invariably take on the non-descript style common of post-war

plazas. For those shops that persisted from the pre-War period, their

renovatiory no matter how numerous, has not created a uniformly Italian

landscape; that is to say, St. Clair was not transformed entirely to match

national Italian architecture, nor popular Italian imagery, not even Italian

immigrant identity in Toronto. Traces of newer arrivals to the city and

enclave further complicate the strip's identity-alternative ethnic language

signs, foods, and music to name a few. Knowing that ethnic groups

themselves never retain their pre-migratory identities nor fully assimilate,

we also expect their settlement areas to be heterogeneous.

What can be said about St. Clair is that it contains many features that

are distinctively Italian. Among those particular features, a high degree of

uniformity exists. Few studies of Italians exist that do take into account

l2lnterviewed on 15 October 1996.
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identity in the built environment. They happen to be Canadian; not

surprisingly, two concern Toronto. Cameron (1988) and Del Guidice (1993)

identify the archvilla as a common house type in Toronto's domestic

landscape: balconies, balustrades and most important, arches mark the

archvilla. Del Guidice locates the genesis of the archvilla in Italian

immigrant memory, in their pre-migratory experience with architecture in

Italy and particularly of the invention of the arch in Roman antiquity. The

arch became such an important element in Italian domestic architecture in

Toronto because of internal and external factors: the arch symbolized

ownership and ethnic pride. But this pride was also an external source of

tension for the wider Toronto society for whom the arch was decidedly

foreign. Thus, the arch marked an inter-ethnic boundary. And because inter-

ethnic boundaries are in constant flux, so is the arch as a boundary

phenomenon: "the incongruous effects one sometimes finds are frequently

the result of unresolved compromises between the English or American

aesthetic, and the Italian classical one" (Cameron, 1988,87). In space, thery the

archvilla represents the adaptation of immigrants who manage to express

their identities despite broad constraints. The arch in Toronto is, Cameron

and Del Guidice argue, 'a genuine art of artisans, an art of the people'; what

urban ethnic landscapes are made of.

In both their studies, Cameron and Del Guidice mention other

architectural forms which also indicate an Italian identity with particular

reference to Toronto: wrought iron, gardens, statuary, stucco and columns.

Clearly the emphasis of these two studies is on Italian domestic space. The

thfud landscape study of Italians in Canada deals with Vancouver's Little Italy

retail strip 192L -1961.. Gale's ([g7ztstudy of retail facades concludes that

stucco, mosaic tile, wrought iron, stone, and banding figure importantly in
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Italian alterations. Thus, there is a basis--albeit a small one--on which to

identify the Italian elements used by St. Clair/s merchants.

The TREB photos were used to track changes in storefronts and to

contrast current storefronts with buildings' original form and style. The most

cofiunon features used by St. Clai/s Italian shopkeepers and proprietors have

been stucco, tile and marble (see figures 4,5). A stroll down St. Clair, whether

today or in the seventies, tellingly shows the pervasiveness of these features,

especially sfucco. We might say that, whereas the strip used to be mostly red

today it is more than half white and beige. Merchants like Joe Calamia and

Maria Rotella told me that stucco makes the streetscape look more ltalian.l3

The original red brick of St. Clair, one couple explained, represented its

English history.l+

I lhat is less conspicuous about the changes made to St. Clair are

adaptations to the organrzation of space. \Atrhat has often happened is that

space has been reconfigured to accommodate different uses. As we saw in

Figure 5, an opening window was added to the plate glass so that patrons

could enjoy libation or ice cream without leaving the sidewalk. In fact,

several establishments have this feature. Figure 15 shows the cenkal cafe

window but also indicates another adaptation in the use of space--the outdoor

eating area. Like the cafe window, the open-air eating area did not exist in

pre-war St. Clair and probably hardly at all through the rest of the city.

Usually cordoned off by wrought iron (more conunon in domestic

architecture), the space in front of this establishment and others throughout

the strip have been thus adapted. Other features are even more illusive.

Figure L6 displays the now obvious clue of ltalianness-the cenhal opening

l3lnterviewed on 15 October and 21 October 1996 respectively.
l4lnterviewed on 5 November 1996.



Figure t5: The Cafe patio
Along n ith the cafe n indon, (figure 5), this establishment alsomakes use of its little fro'tage *i.,o." ,n,itt, o ti'y 

'atio. 
Like trrecafe rt indorv_fhe patio t\ras ner.rr to St. Clair, as it r+,as to the rest

it H:"a. 
T*re ,,o*", hor'ever. ,*, ,r*u, cha'gecl from A. C.
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Figure 16: Removal of Vestibule
Antonio Ferrantone decided to ,open 

up, his cafe byremoving the formar entrance b"iir,", once centrei hisproperty' Now, with the .ntrun.6 moved to the side, a cafewindow is used d"ring;;;;;ths to server outdoorpatron, while in winteith. p;";;lu* i, intended to evokean open air feeling



window, not to mention the name ,L,Espresso 
Bar,. However, the centralvestibule--a feature of Georgian formal classicism-that once existed in thisproperty was removed by the owner n 1,963.In domestic Georgianarchitecture' vestibules provide a formal division befween public and privatespace' It appears to have had the same effect for reta'architecture. whenasked why he removed the central doorway, Mr. Ferrantone replied that hewanted to evoke the ambiance of an open-air cafe for patrons. The harshCanadian winter, he reasoned, necessitated the ,opening 

up, of interior space.In other words, he wanted to mitigate the division between interior andexterior sPace for his cafe' The central entrance way, adefining characteristicof Georgian architecture, has been replaced by a large, plate_glass windowmeant to evoke an Italian open-air cafe; patrons now enter by the en[ance tothe side of the main window.

If sfucco, tile and marbre became so pervasive earry on and persisttoday' space is adapted and Georgian feafures are sometimes tota'y replaced,can we not say that st. Clair around Dufferin is nol'an Italian space? It is amatter of historical circumstance that st. Clair buildings required work duringItalian occupancy. Drawing on competent hand in the community to helpwith renovations, confident in numbers, financiariy able to do so (even ifnecessary work was derayed) and adamant of their heritage (as we see berow),Italians, one might assume, have compretely transformed the st. Clairlandscape. Figures 17 andlg show more dramatic contrasts. On the one handwe have a building that existed since the 1920s (Figure I7). Orisp.nal Georgianfeatures are there: brick corbel tabre, curved windorv heads with radial brickand stone windor's'rs: a two-part commercial brock made Georgian. Directlyacross the street, we have its Mediterranean-coroured neighbour (Figure 1g).Red brick has been covered by pastel blue sfucco, larger windows have been

113



Figure 17: Original Features Still Intact, 1996.

Coibel brick tables and fenestration tell us these buildings are

original in style. However, they fit the streetscape less as time
passes.



Figure 18: Italian Features Attempt to Conceal Georgian Original.
The use of stucco throughout this block is more in keeping
with the post-war trend in St. Clails style. The first building
stands in direct contrast to its neighbour across the skeet
(figure 19). However the pastel blue stucco and fenestration
out front cannot conceal its original stone sills and curved
window heads along the side of the building. Like the
overall streetscape, this building is a hybrid of styles.
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installed in front and an outdoor eating area has been appended to the side.

What remains that appears original--at first anyway--is the cornice, although

it too has been updated and coloured. Upon cioser inspection, we find that

the building actually conceals its Georgian heritage only out in front. Just like

the original across the street, windows along the side of the structure have

curved heads--probably of radial red brick. And although the stone sills have

been painted over, their protrusion confirms that this building is a

combination of styles-Italian immigrant over Georgian original. As in this

example, the St. Clair landscape as a whole is a collection of contrasting styles

and uses of space not only historically but also in the present sifuation. The

St. Clair landscape has been significantly kansformed from its original form

and style but not to the point that its heritage has been totally supplanted. It

reflects the varied cultures of a succession of occupants.

In fact, the building shown in Figure 18 raises a number of issues. First,

the'Boyz and Galz Cafe' is a recent renovation and appears to reflect mass

culture idealized Italian villa rather than the immigrant entrepreneuls shop.

The owner is not an Italian immigrant, the cafe plays mostly non-Italian

music, it is filled with billiard tables and indeed, it acts more as a bar than a

cafe. On every count, this establishment differs from St. Clair/s original

Italian cafes. Despite this, outsiders would surely say the building looks

Italian, especially given its location. Bruno Commande, an in-formant,

expressed this point by saying "rtyou ask a Canadian, he will say [the area]

looks ltalian."15 But according to him, the area is British in character. The

area was originally Brifistu he told me, and recent renovations only use

Italiarrness to attract consumers. The area does not say 'Italian', Commande

told me, as materialists would reason, Italianness has been fetishized in

1 Slnterview ed on 22October 1 996.
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renovations and layered over the true British-origin streetscape. In

responding to my question about the Italianness of St. Clair, another

informant was more direct by asking me."whafs Italian?"16 FIe expiained

that St. Clair is as different from mainstreets in Italy as St. Clair is from other

Toronto streets. Their skepticism corresponds to an argument that Del

Guidice makes about Toronto's archvilla. It is pronounced in Toronto

because it, like Italianness in the city, is a boundary phenomenon embodying

the ethnicity process. Depending one one's viewpoint, whether inside or

outside the community, whether first or second generation, the Boyz and

Galz cafe may mark different boundaries. What we see in the next section is

that merchants have a number of ideas about the identity of St. Clair based on

its physical appearance. Some see the area as distinctly Italian, others as

ethnically mixed'and still others as purely commercial devoid of ethnicity.

As for the Boyz and Galz Cafe, contemporary theorists of the urban landscape

might conclude that Italianness has been commodified. One way to test this

argument is to consider in more detail what merchants have told me about

their renovations and the area.

Speaking With Informants

The point raised by Mr. Commande that renovations along St. Clair

represent fake uses of popular Italianness barely concealing British styles

surprised me when I interviewed him. I did not expect to find that for those

people who changed the face of the street, Italianness was non-existent. Mr.

Commande's opinions matche Zelinsky's argument that urban ethnic group's

can only tinker with'the' landscape; that they can only produce'pseudo-

l5lnterviewed on 29 October 1996.
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ethnic styles.' Zelinsky's assimilationist view of immigration and ethnic

relations precludes him from regarding ethnically-marked space as pluralist.

Along with this view of ethnicit/, as discussed in chapter three, modern

urbanism and commodification are also thought to prevent and erode urban

ethnic landscapes. It was not surprising to learn from the intervier,r,s that

renovations were done, in part, to make stores more appealing. Several

informants told me that they had renovated , in prt, because they wanted to

attract customers. This might seem obvious since St. Clafu is, after all, a

commercial strip. However, this does not undermine my argument that

Italian merchants collectively altered St. Clair by way of their identity and self-

expressiveness. True, commodification is part of the story. But the story is

complex. What I found in fact was that a number of factors were important

along with the need to appeal to customers. In terms of style, informants told

me that they felt it was important to produce an Italian style in their

renovations. Another theme was that their renovations improved St. Clair.

These fust two points, that renovations be Italian and they improved the

skeetscape, were sometimes linked. In other words, for some informants,

Italian-style renovations necessarily improved upon the St. Clair they

encountered upon arrival. This view of improvement extends to opinions of

the present landscape as informants looked favourably upon recent Italian-

style renovations and unfavourably upon changes associated with other

ethnic minorities. Taking these into consideration, what I have found is a

history of post-war renovation work better described as placeful rather than

placeless and truly ethnic rather than ersatz or assimilated. It corresponds

with the interpretative framework of territorial history introduced in chapter

two, wherein space takes on both positive and negative meanings. St. Clair

embodies the identity of the various ethnic groups that have come to occupy
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its area throughout this century, especially British and Italian. By

interviewing Italian merchants, the skip is also shown to embody the

relations between ethnic groups.

Quite unlike Mr. Commande's description of st. Clair as Britistr,

another interview with the DiMatteo's--the husband-wife team who asked

"whafs Italian?"-told me that St. Clair became more Italian because "nobody

knew what Italian was."17 Zucchi (1988) made a similar argument about the

Italian identity in pre-war Toronto, showing that previously region- and

family-centred Italians, once brought together by migration to the city,

produced an Italian national identity. For the DilVlatteos, because St. Clair was

renovated by Italians in styles that differed from the original landscape, and

appeared to be Italian, like pre-war Italian identity, Italianness was defined in

space. In the Process of defining ethnic identity, some things are adapted and

others are dropped. The sarne is true for architecture. Stucco and the arclr, for

example, have been played up in Toronto's landscape as expressions of Italian

identity much like certain foods, language, and music. Architecture

represents a boundary that is always shifting. One theme that emerged from

my interviews that speaks of ethnic agency and place-making is that Italian

style was important when renovating. Of the fifteen informants, eleven told

me that they purposely used certain elements to evoke an Italian appearance

in their storefronts. Robert Gileppo, a shoe store owner new to the area, told

me that his columns expressed Italian antiquity and that they gave his store

an elegant appearance.l8 Joe Calamia, a long-time textile vendor, told me that

he used sfucco for his storefront because it is used in ltaly.tr palma Nazzicone

told me that stucco was Italian and that she used it to brighten up her shoe

tTlnterviewed 29 October \96.
l8lnterviewed 9 October 1996.
l9lnterviewed 15 October 1996.
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store; "stores should be bright and clean."20 in two other interviews, the

informants pondered *y questions on stylistic choices and said that, in
retrospect, they had renovated in an Italihn styte although they didn,t think of

it that way when the work was done. In one of these interviews, I asked the

husband-wife couple whether they had used red tiles in 1979 to evoke

Italianness.2l Their response was that the tiles, along with feneshration and

the propert5z name, were not consciously Italian back then but that their

background must have determined their choices. These examples illuskate

that renovations helped define Italianness on st. clair. so, although some

might argue that ethnic groups may only tinker with urban space, the actors

themselves can actually define themselves through that very same space.

Aside from the actual feafures used, the most important factor

contributing to this theme of Italian-style renovations was the participatory

nature of the work-an important element of all vernacular traditions

(Glassie, 1990). Del Guidice discusses the exchange of favours in creating the

archvilla: diggrng to painting, stucco, mosaic tile, and wrought iron are hardly
ever done by one individual. Similarly along St. Claia renovations involved

relatives, co-regionalists, and friends. Referring to st. Clair renovations

collectively, the Di Matteo's believed the strip became more Italian because

"our minds", the husband said, "are always Italian." "we like to do things

ourselves" Paul Spagnuolo told me when we discussed his shoe store

renovations. Past renovations, the ones done in the earlier years he told me,

were more Italian than today's because they involved help from within the

communiV.22 Thus, in adapting certain aesthetic preferences and doing it in
a participatory way, we begin to see that St. Claiy's visible features, always in

2Olnterviewed 30 October 1995.
2llnterviewed on 6 November 1995.
22lnterviewed on 12 November L996.



flux like ethnicity, are not just commodities bui persistent features of the 
12i

urban landscape, influencing its subsequent development but never taking it
over completely.

A second theme that points to effective place-making is the

functionalist outlook of the Italian immigrant and its application to St. Clair

renovations. For the Italian immigrant, Del Guidice (1993,60) argues, ,,land is

viewed not as mere nature to be admired, or a manicured replica in the shape

of an English garden, but as a productive asset capable of yielding wealth."

Cantinas and vegetable gardens are the result for the archvilla. The same

argument can be made for certain stylistic features of St. Clair shops. In the

traditional literafure on vernacular architecture, importance is given to the

adaptation of space to suit climate and geography. In an urban context r,vhere

immigrants encounter existing human environments, the need to contend

with nature is lost. Still, adaptation is required. For Italians in the St. Clair

enclave, functionalism took the form of keeping the area clean, orderly and

appealing--all flowing from their pride and ability to do so. For example,

Maria Rotella and Joe Calamia both told me that they chose granite and

marble because it is more durable than brick.23 Another informant was

equally pragmatic, describing how easily granite can be cleaned, thus keeping

his storefront presentable.2a In this way, the strip, according to informants,

was'maintained','upgraded','modernized,,,given life, and,cleaned up'.

Again, this relates back to the perception that St. Clair looked ,pretty rough,

when Italians started coming in large numbers; it look iike ,an old city, to

Nicola Bavaro, a fruit vendor on St. Ctafu since 1956.25 Thus, facilitated by the

notion that something had to be done, we have the increasingly common

23lnterviewed on 21 October and 15 October 1995 respectively.
24lnterviewed on 9 October 1996.
25lnterviewed on 15 October 1996.



theme in immigration history that migrants brought improvement. There ,"t"
no doubt that st' Clair would have needed work: most buildings were already
over thirty years old when Italians first afrived and over fifty years old in the
1970s' the main period of Italian occupancy. objectively, then, st. Clair was at
the very least maintained and, depending on one,s aesthetic tastes, improved
as well.

The two themes of 'Italianness, and ,improvemenf 
are separate issues

but they also converged in my interviews. This is exemplified in discussions
on recent changes in the area. lvhen I asked informants to tell me about
what they thought of recent storefront changes along st. clair, I received both
positive and negative resPonses. Initially, there appeared to be a difference of
opinions but I soon found that merchants were expressing discontent with
the influx of dollar stores but encouragement for Italian-like renovations.
Those buildings that appeared to be Itarian, they told me, added to the appeal
of st' Clair' on the other hand, for those dollar stores that displayed their
seemingly jttrtky products chaotically on the sidewal! lament was
widespread and criticism severe. It became apparent that displeasure with the
dollar stores and their way of doing business had much to do with their
owners--a new set of immigrant entrepreneurs catering to their own
communities' st' clair, according to my informants, could not be maintained
and upgraded if these sorts of shops and businesses were to proliferate. In
fact' their view that Italian styles are necessarily better than other styles was
also a factor when merchants described how they ,improved, 

st. Clair from its
original form. overall, of the ereven merchants who told me that they
wanted their storefront to look more Itarian, six were explicit when they said
that their Italian styre necessarily improved upon anything else in the
streetscape' when we add to these the two merchants who did not initially
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consider their work to be Italian but, in retrospect, reasoned that it must have

been what influenced the Italianness of their storefronts, eight of fifteen

informant interviews tied St. Clair improvement with their cultural

background. Thus, Italian style renovations and improvement of St. Clair are

separate issues but, for some informants, were one and the same.

Here we have the final major theme to emerge from my oral history

interviews on St. Clair's renovations--that of ethnic antagonism. Just as

Italian style and improvement were sometimes connected, antagonism

cannot be understood apart from the other themes. Recent changes in the

area associated with other ethnic groups were expressed deprecatingly;'the

foreigners have arrived' one informant told me, another likening St. Clair to

the jarvis and Queen district, a part of Toronto associated with low rents and

alternative iifestyles. St. Clair has become'scruE' looking because, as many

informants told me, the new ethnics take little pride in their businesses. I

should note here that social space was not equally important for all those

interviewed. Three informants felt that space could not reflect social

relations and that their renovation work, even early on in this period, was

neutral despite divisions between Italians and the wider Toronto society.

When questioned about the role of the streetscape in reflecting how open St.

Clair is to diverse ethnic groups, one informant responded by saying

"appearance can't reflect openness."26 Two informants who felt that space is

neutral, as well as others interviewed, however, cited sidewalk produce

displays as a major indicator of the Italian past on St. Clair. Produce displays,

many told me, takes them back to the heyday of Italian settlement and

symbolized prosperity and a thriving street atmosphere. The'low status'

displays of 'foreigners', on the other hand, are described as dreary and blamed,

26lnterviewed on 29 October 1996.
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in part, for business downturn. Apparently, associating use of space with

ethnicity finds Italian produce displays nostalgic and meaningful but dollar

store displays junky and limiting of sidewalk space. Overall, even for those

who explicitly said that space is neutral, the streetscape contains an identity

which evokes mixed feeling based on ethnic affiliation.

Like any of the three major themes described, not all interviews were

the same. For ethnic tensions, there were enough expressions of discontent

to make it a major issue for St. Clair--at least for recent changes. To be fair,

however, there were some who expressed sympathy with the plight of recent

visible minority merchants in the strip. Both iVlaria Deleo and Antonio

Ferrantone told me that the recent blacl Somali and Chinese shopkeepers of

St. Clair are no different than the Italians of the 1950s and 1960s.27 Both these

informants arrived in the 1950s and have the advantage of historical depth in

making this judgment. Mr. Ferrantone had much the same view, adding that

migrants to Italy have received the same sort of treatment as Italians have in

Canada. 'Ignorance', he said, is the cause and no single group can be blamed.

Through these responses and views of St. Clair's changing ethnic

compositiorL we are reminded of the process of scapegoating described in

chapter two. The importance of style in renovation work--and that it be

Italiar; the view that renovation work improved St. Clair and that recent in-

migrants are, in effect, ruining the area, are all interrelated themes. Since we

are dealing with a retail strip wherein facades are meant to be consciously

expressive, I feel that the three themes presented are that much more

significant. That Italian merchants see themselves as the re-designers of St.

Clair, necessarily improving upon what was there and suffering by what

2Tlnterviewed on 18 October and 15 October 1996 respectivelv.
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seems imminently to follow, could not fit any better with the notion of

territorial historv.

St. Clair/s historical development shows us that urban ethnic landscapes can

and do exist. The Georgian aesthetic of early twentieth cenfury Toronto was a

reflection of its predominantly British-origin population. The Georgian style

was compatible with the sorts of buildings constructed along St. Clair--

especially the two-part commercial block, their form also traced back to British

origins in colonizations. As most immigrants to urban areas do, Italian

immigrants in the 1950s and 1960s encountered a St. Clair landscape that was

unfamiliar. Given the perception that buildings needed work, the numerical

dominance of Italians in the area was sure to b.irg quite different tastes and

styles to the streetscape. Stucco, tile and marble proliferated, as did alternative

uses of space like patios and sidewalk cafes. As I have shown" however, the

streetscape was altered significantly but not entirely. ft remains today a

combination of styles, mostly Georgian and Italian immigrant.

Beyond description, the interviews contexfualize landscape change and

show that St. Clair contains a territorial history. For my informants, the

importance of producing an Italian style in their renovations attests to

internal ethnic identity, as does the perceived improvement of St. Clair as a

consequence of doing things'the Italian way'. But in seeing their work as

improvement, there is also a source of external tension. For some

informants, the association of old St. Clair with Toronto's British-origin

population and their dislike of its prior style--Georgan being the city's first

real architectural style-speaks to the antagonistic relations between them.

After enjoying a relatively long period of stability, the Italian'intruders' of the

L950s and 60s have, in furn, become grudgrng 'hosts' for recent'foreigners'.
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Recent changes to the streetscape are regarded ambivalently depending on

their ethnic affiliation. Italian styles are preferred while the work of recent

ethnic entrepreneurs are not. No doubt fecent immigrants have brought

their own preferences for the use and look of space just as Italians had to a

British-style St. Clair. Perhaps the new immigrants feel that St. Clair is today

,cold and lifeless' much like Italians did when they first arrived. I [hat is dear

is that the tensions that have followed the temporal pattern of spatial

redefinition have happened alongside the scapegoating and ethnic bigotry

evident in wider social relations. St. Clair is an urban ethnic landscape with a

territorial history representing the larger in-migration and race and ethnic

relations experience of Toronto. Through this example, the, urban ethnic

landscapes have something to say about immigfation, settlement and race

and ethnic relations.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, I summarize the methodology and conclusions of my

work on the St. Clair landscape. I make clear why I proceeded with a

particular methodology given the literature on immigration and ethnic

studies and landscape. IvIy research concludes with a positive ans\t'zer to the

central question'do urban ethnic landscapes exist?' Based on my

interpretation of St. Clair, the simple answer is 'yes' and I review the reasons

behind my answer below. I also speculate on the use of urban ethnic

landscapes as a source for immigration and ethnic studies. Using the example

of St. Clair, I argue that the landscape contains clues to the immigrant

experience and ethnic relations that other sources might not. I do this by

interpreting the trend in aesthetic preferences evident in the St. Clair

streetscape and in the light of my oral history interviews. I broaden the

interpretation of St. Clair's changes by tying them to the Canadian immigrant

experience!, particularly ethnic identity and inter-ethnic tensions.

Theoretical speculations on modern urbanism, assimilation and

commod.ification have led to views of ethnically marked space as non-

existent or ersatz. Flowever, my use of property assessment records, historical

photographs and oral history interviews has allowed me to check these

theoretical perspectives with the following conclusions about the evolving

identity of St. Clair: first, because SL-Clair it gl**planned retail strip

composed mostly of the two-part commercial block, it facilitated immigrant

settlement and adjustment. Jewish and British merchants had once lived in

upstairs residences while also maintaining main floor businesses. Later,

many Italians did the same. In this case, urban form was conducive to the

development of an immigrant reception area. Also, because St. Clair is an
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storefront expression' The strict rules of planned retail environm"",, *;n,
have precruded individual expressiory let arone anchoring an immigrant
community for its shopping needs' since merchants on st. Clair could cut the
costs of shelter and entrepreneurship by combining them in their two_part
commercial buildings and also model their storefront facades according to
personal tastes, an ethnic streetscape was made possible. Because Italian
immigrants came quickly and in large numbers to settle around st. Clair, the
deveropment of a distinctly Itarian space seems to have been inevitable.

second, up to the 1990s, ethnic persistence has prayed an important rolein determining the evolving identity of the strip. trulerchants recounted how
they wanted to make their shops rook Italian by using certain materiars,
namely stucco' t'e and marble/granite. since at but one merchant
interviewed had renovated with the help of friends and family within the
Italian community, the re-making st. Clair has been a participatory effort__a
necessary element of vernacular fraditions. I should note here that, althoughI conclude that st. Clair is an urban ethnic landscape, in terms of ethnic
identity, the strip does not adhere to strict culfural pluralism, or identity
persistence' Even though it has changed significantly, st. Clair never became
wholly ltarian-lookirg. Like ethnic identity more generally, st. clair
con{orms to the notion of ethnogenesis--the abandonment, adaptatioru and
emphasis of culturar traits in ethnic relations: the strip fars somewhere
between the theoreticar exkemes of assimilation and pruralism. It now
contains a mix of Italian immigrant and Georgian feafures. Nonetheless, toproduce a landscape of ethnogenesis, individual changes were made out of
ethnic identity persistence' since Italian immigrants were so different fromtheir receiving society in Toronto, or at least both sides thought they were
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very different in the immediate post-war Toronto context--objective and

subjective ethnicity--the St. Clair landscape was infused with elements of

Italian immigrant aesthetic preferences.

Third, by using historical photographs and speaking with merchants, I

have shown that the commodification of ethnic identity did not govern

facade renovations. To be sure, most merchants did say they wanted to appeal

to potential customers and that renovating was one way of doing this. Still, it

could only help business to present one's shop as ltalian, especially in the

early years when most local shoppers were Italian immigrants. Of course, this

means that shopkeepers' choices could have involved some degree of out-

group exclusion, intentional or not. But as shown earlier, many preferred an

'Italian style' as a direct expression of identity and pride. Styles were not

ultimately determined by garish commercialism--neon signs and giant fast-.

food facades, for example. Had they been produced by speculative British

shopkeepers, for example, one might conclude that St. Clair's retail facades

adhere to the increasing purchase of things Italian in popular culfure; that

Italianness has been commodified in space. Flowever, because many of the

merchants had been in the St. Clair area for thirty or forty years and since they

wanted to produce something that represented their cultural background, I

conclude that popular culture and commercialism is at least equaled by ethnic

agency in their aesthetic choices. And since so many informants, immigrants

or their subsequent generations, changed their storefronts with help from

within the Italian community, the participatory nature of their work reduces

the importance of commercialism and confirms its vernacular basis. The

stucco, marble and tile that have become so popular in retail architecture

from posh downtown districts to suburban malls were first used along St.

Clair Ave. in the vicinity of Dufferin St..
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what was also original on St. Clair and which counters specuiations on

assimiiation anci commociification was an Italian use of sPace' The public

nature of Italian culture brought distinctive changes to individual buildings'

so common were these changes that they now constitute an important

element of the streetscape. Most obvious is the patio' Not in evidence in any

pre-Italian photographs in the area, the patio was fashioned out of the

cultural value of public encounter. The opening cafe windo\ r can be equally

explained. The removal of central vestibules, a defining characteristic of

Georgian architecture, and their replacement with plate-glass windows to

emulate open-air cafes or just to make merchandise more visible, is a less

obvious adaptation of space. In many cases, these sorts of changes to the

organization and use of sPace are subtle. But they occur often enough to

indicate cultural difference. By eliminating Georgian features and/or adding

Italian immigrant ones, the strip's cultural expression changed'

Added to these conclusions is another important theme embedded in

the evolving visual character of St. Clair, that of inter-ethnic tensions'

lvlerchants told me that their renovations improved the area' Since St' Clai1s

buildings were over forty years old by the 1960s, and since little maintenance

had been done, updating the area was inevitable. Long-time merchants tolci

me how they kept the area clean, respectable-looking and order$' Even if

most merchants did not do more than just maintain their properties, one

could say that, as immigrants usually do, Italian brought improvement' Yet

tied to this view of improvement was the common opinion among

informants that their ltalian-style renovations necessarily bettered the area'

what merchants d,id, according to the people I interviewed, was improve

upon an'old-looking','scruffy' part of town' Since they associated what they

found with its British- and Jewish-origin incumbents, they championed their
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background and aesthetic tastes over that of others'. In additiory the recent

association of 'junky-looking' storefronts with recent'foreign' shopkeepers

reinforced the view among informants that the Italian way of doing things is

inherently better. Thus, along with internal ethnic pride the St. Clair

streetscape represents tensions as well.

lVhat are the theoretical implications of these conclusions? The use of

specific materials, the role of the built environment in facilitating

entrepreneurial success and ethnic expression, and the willingness of

merchants to express their identites with community help tells us that St.

Clair is a true ethnic landscape. As such, St. Clair is not a collection of 'exotic

tidbits' awaiting elimination through assimilation, nor has its ethnic identity

been undermined by capitalism's absorptive capacity to commodify. on the

other hand, internal pride has also led to another side of the story--inter-

ethnic tensions. By speaking with informants, I uncovered elements in the

landscape that represent conflict between groups' tastes. Discontent with

others' preferences, however, was only a vehicle for inter-ethnic bigotry.

Based on this study, thery speculations on modern urbanism, on the

commodification of ethnicity by Marxist historical materialists and on

assimilatiory while useful frames of reference in theory, seem less applicable

when tested empirically'on the ground'.

In addition to showing that theory is too detached from reality, what

this case sfudy also shows is that urban ethnic landscapes can be territorial

histories. Dolores Hayden intended territorial history to mean both the

internal ethnic pride and inter-group tensions found in urban space. In this

way, the landscape can be used to better understand the immigrant experience

and ethnic relations. In counterposing St. Clair to the maior theoretical

perspectives to show that urban ethnic landscapes exist, I have also shown
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how its territorial history speaks to immigratiory settlement, adjustmeni.

The groups involved have had the greatest impact on Toronto's ethnic

composition and relations, from original British-origin occupants, through

Italian immigrants to recent visible minorities. The duality of St. Clair's

territorial history from within the Italian community does parallel Toronto's

post-war immigrant experience and ethnic relations. Indeed, there is a direct

coffespondence between the strip's territorial history and the process of

scapegoating in Canadian history outlined in chapter two. However, since it

was not my objective to uncover a'landscape of scapegoating', this is not a

conclusion but a theoretical argument based more on the compatibility

between the concept of territorial history and Canadian immigration history.

Still, this study hints at the usefulness of urban ethnic landscapes as media for

immigration history and ethnic relations.

We can take this argument further. I offer this not as a conclusion but

a speculation, a prospectus for further study--perhaps using the landscape as a

primary source. In the early years, Italian immigrants set an internal

bogndqry when they arrived in Toronto, partly due to their large numbers
-)tr; ,;Jlcr-trr:zr

but also!_e_c.gu,s-e"Af_their reception in the"_qlly. fhe desire among St. Clair

merchants to make their storefronts look Italian speaks to this internal

cohesion. Considering the degree of social distance fostered by Toronto's

other residents, one can imagine that Italians were that much more willing to

define a sense of 'we-ness'. In turn, as for other immigrants throughout

Canadian history, Italians continued to be criticized for being so insular, for

the unwillingness io Canadiafize. More pronounced from my interviews

was the negative description of recent renovations by non-Italians. As I

suspect, new immigrants are not just the scapegoats of third and fourth

generation Canadians but also of post-war Italians--the latter ironically
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havingbeenrelievedofscapegoatstatusbynewerimmigrants.oncethe

intruders with their own preferences, Italians are now' according to

merchants, being 'intruded' uPon by new'groups with a new set of tastes'

Newly established shopkeePers on st. Clair are shunned because they do

thingsinanun-Italianway_inthesamewaythatimmigrantsareshunned

for being un-canadian. Is it possible that ltalians, by virtue of their Canadian

experience, have learned how to dislike the culfural expressions of others? If

they already possessed the attitudes and beliefs necessary to define others as

less worthy, then has the Canadian experience hardened those attributes?

Has their Canad.ian experience shown them how to mete scorn to others? If

so, have others gone through the same Process/ including those groups that

have received the most scorn in our history? Is this Canadian? Historians of

immigrationhaveyettoaskthesequestions.Basedonmerchantsuseof

storefront tastes to express dislike for those of non-Italian background' one

can see how the landscape can be used to provid'e some ans\ 'ers' It rt'ill take

further investigation but my research on the st' clair landscape suggests that

antagonism is something reinforced by the immigrant experience' if not

learned by it. what we need to test these ideas, as well as to prove that urban

ethnic landscapes do exist, is more case studies' Then we will be able to say

withmorecertaintywhetherurbanethniclandscapesexist,iftheyconformto

the notion of territorial history and if they can be used to better understand

immigration, ethnicity and urban space'

Theabovespeculationsarenotthesortsofthingsweexpecttohear

whenoneinvestigatesland.scapechangeinthecity.Wedoexpecttohear

that, for St. Clair, it became more Italian-looking, shopkeepers wanted it that

way,they did it with help from their own community, and maybe even that

they did it because they dislike what they found when they first arrived'
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These are essential to any documentation and interpretation. But recent

social theory challenges us to think of urban space as contested gfound, and

urban ethnic space particularly as both dbfensive and redemptive (Harris,

L99;;Kobayashi, I919;Hayden, 1991). Historical photographs and oral history

interviews provide evidence that St. Clair contains all of these' But

broadening the interpretation to look at the pattern of changes and how they

are viewed among merchants who champion what they have done over all

else, we can make a connection between the landscape and the immigfant

experience. The landscape speaks to immigration, adjustment, territoriality,

ethnic persistence and antagonism. It is a medium for the study of the

immigrant experience. Similarly, knowledge of immigration and ethnicity

can sharpen our understanding or urban sPace; how it is shaped and re-

shaped by its occupants to take on expre'ssion and meaning for all city

dwellers. Since ethnic groups and urban space influence one another, the

study of urban ethnic landscapes raises our horizon of understanding each of

them and also how they may influence one another'



Appendix A: Interview strucfure for Fre-19g0 store owners on st. Clair

Infonnants were identified using property assessment data for the City ofToronto' lf owners or tenants satisfied certain occupancy criteria (date of
arrival on st' clair, length of occupancy, Italian origin, etc.,.) and had
renovated, they were approached for an interview. On the whole, most
people were w'ling to help with an interview, many taking place in st. Clair
shops at the time they were approached. As more interviews were
completed, they became less ngid,using the interview structure ou'ined
below only as a guideline for questioning informants. Fifteen interviews
were completed in the fan of 1,996- For a more complete discussion of the
interviews and the methodology, see Chapter 4.

n"Skro"a
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
DOB:
M/r:
Tenure:
Ethniciry:

l. When (date) did you move into the St. Clair area?

2' what was st. Clair like when you moved into the area?Probe;
-people that 1ived there
-types of shops there
-activities / street life
_appearance of the area

3' 
H:;:ra" 

Italian immigrants begin to change st. Clair to suit their

IJJ
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4. How did Italian immigrants begin to change St. Clair to suit their

needs?
Probe;
- Street life
-Types of retailing activities
-Visible modifications in contrast to its original

apPearance

5. In your opinion, what was the mosi significant change made to St.
Clafu by Italians as they came to occupy the area in large numbers?

6. -vfnen (confirm dates) and why did you mociify your storefront?
Probe;
-needed to/disrepair
-dislike of previous style/your own shop-your own style
-desired an Italian styie
-others doing it
(for either of last two, get them to expand on what theit'own style' is
or what specifically they'disliked of the previous style)

7. Did you make these changes yourseU, with help from others within the
Italian communiW, or was the work done for you?
Probe;
-line of contact within the community (friends, paesani, relatives)
-non-Italians

9. How would you describe the type of storefront which you chose?

10. How important was style in your renovation rvork? lVhat specifically
did you consider? (refer to photos)
Probe;
-Italian style
-Italian regional
-non-Italian

11. How did you arrive at this style for your storefront?
Probe;
-attract customers--Italian & / or non-Italian-how
-what you thought your own store should look like
*economicaU$
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Do you beiieve these types of renovations express(ed) st. ciair's Italian
ambiente?
Probe;
-through modifications, a public sPace Italians visibly call their own

13.

-identity of Toronto Italia
-ambiente because others doing it,
combined

community help, similar stYles-

Do you believe St. Clair has been glven a distinct identity because of the

sort-s of renovations you've made to your shop?

Probe;
-distinct among Toronto's commercial districts
-distinctly Italian
-not really distinct, no collective identity

lVere other St. Clair store owners doing the same sorts of things to

their shops? If yes, when?
Probe;
-before/ af ter you renovated
-similar styles
-examples

Thinking back to the eady years (50s into 70s), do you see the

renovations made by Italians on St. Clak as; l,)exdusive boundaries,

speaking to and weLoming only Italians , 2)as neutral renovation work,
oi 3)ur i statement to the rest of Torontonians that Italians wanted to
belong in their own way.
Probe;
-refer to reason for renos above-Italian style' personal style, dislike of
pervious style

Does your understanding of renovations work (droice of 1 of 3 above)

match your impression of relations between incumbent Torontonians
and Itilian immigrants in the early years (ie. what were relations
like?)?

Thinking about the neighbourhood around St. C1air, is it now L)mostly

Italian 2)a mixture of types 3)mostly non-Italian?

Has this changed much in the last decade?

Do you consider today's St. Clair area/neighbourhood to be an oPen or

closed community?
Probe;
-types of shops reflect that
-appearance of the area reflect that

1.4.

15.

L6.

17.

18.

19.
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tT*trn*::3j;i,tl,fl-ff;;; tociav than when it was mosry or rturiu,,138
Probe;
-people that live there
-activities / street life
1otic9 any changes in the look of the area

;tJ$:t:t"ts 
related to changin! ietait activities/diff. ethnic shop-

5Y, brought on these changes?
Probe;
-A change within the Italian immigrant community-People moved out?_Whv?

-f,:Tt|-ff :'#ni'ffJ*"ru'thin the rtarian communi ty

;ilt#: ffilT:ij::ififfi*?:,11"'oou orst Clair and the rvpes
Probe;
-compare order storefronts versus newly renovated ones-Wpes of businest:: olg.9 there (60s/7otsf";;;.;;;esses 

(80s and e0s)-examples of what is different *a whai purristJ*""
If I were to wark on st. c.rair today,. what do you think I wilt see that
il:;*,"r 

an rtalian immigrani pJrt (ie. whai ;;;, the same?)?
-storefronts, examples
-types of businesses
-people

In your opinion, is. toda-y's Corso ft1h: representative of what st. Clairwas like when Itarians titrt *r""i-inz u", it "ffiua ,o much since it
ilffir*rtt Italian that the '-"'it;i ia*ti.y irj"ll, - -- l

-_!Vhat has been lost__changed the most?-what remains that is urrttutrti"-iivokes the immigrant past?-opinion on the direction th";;;"itlook of the area'has taken

21..

22.

23.

24.
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AppendixB:InterviewStnrctureforPost-lg8OStoreownersonSt.Clair

Background
Name:
Adciress:
Phone #:

DOB:
M/F:
Tenure:
EthnicitY:

1. When (date) did you move into the St' Ciak atea?

2. What was St' Clair like when you first moved in?

Probe;
-PeoPle that lived there
-tYPes of shoPs tg1"
-activities / street life

. -aPPearance of the area

3.HavetherebeenanysignificantchangesintheSt.Claircommunity
during Your tenure here?

Probe;
-class/ethnicitY of the PeoPIe
-tyPes of businesses

4. l{Ihen and how did Italian immigrants begin to change St' Clail to suit

their needs?
Probe;
- Slreet liJe
-TYPes of retailing activities
-Visible *"iin"ut.ions in contrast to its original aPpearance

5 Do you consider storefront renovations significant in the history and

identitY of St' Clair West'
Probe;
-compared' with street life' Wpes of shops

-comPared with other districts
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18. Can you comment on the change in the look of St. Clair and the qypes

of stores that have come to dominate.

Probe;
-compare older storefronts versus newly renovated ones
-types of businesses once there (60s/70s) newer businesses (80s and 90s)
-examples of what is different and what persists

19. In your opinion, is today's Corso Italia representative of what St. Clair
was like when Italians first moved in?

Probe;
-What has been lost--changed the most?
-What remains that is authentic--invokes the immigrant past?
-opinion on the direction the retail/look of the area has taken

**At the end of each interview, I asked whether the informant(s) would agree
to let me use their name in connection with my research. I explained their
name could be used in the thesis and in publications to reference ideas and
quotations they.had given me during the interview.
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1,406. lVhen and why did you modily your storefront?
Probe;
-needed to/wanted to
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(for either of last two, get them to expand on what their'own style'is
or what specifically they 'disliked of the previous style)

7. Did you make these changes yourself or was the work done for you?
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-Who--ethnicitv?
-line of contact within your own community (friends, relatives)

8. low important was style in your renovation work? What specifically
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non-Italian

9. How did you anive at this style for your storefront?
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-would attract customers
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-shops reflect that
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-people that lived there
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17. What is the same about St. Clair?

Probe--same as above
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